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INTRODUCTION

This report constitutes the final outcome at an ambitious project led by David Parkes
ot the European Institute at Education and Social Policy (EIESI') and jointly

supported by work-related further education (WRI2E) arrangements of the
Employment Department and the Further Education Unit (FEU). There are a number
of other written outcomes, including a full project report prepared by participants in

the project and published in February 1902 by the Association of Vocational Colleges

International (AVCI) in its European bulletin series (Volume IV); a further edition
was published in April P492. Reference to other written outcomes may be found in

the information bank publicity leaflet issued by the FEU in March 19()2. This report

was written to provide an FEU outcome from the the project aimed at the further

education sector, drawing on the wide range of material generated, but also
providing an overview of vocational education and training systems in major
European countries useful to practitioners and planners in further education,
particularly in the four vocational sectors studied.

The project, which 1.-)ean late in I08(), was designed to assist planning for vocational

education and training in the UK by observing trends and developments in Europe.
Another intention was to develop a network of informed practitioners working in
further education and related areas in each of the four vocational sectors.

The means chosen to achieve this was to create four teams of practitioners drawn

from industry and education and to arrange a series of visits to four European

Communit% member states to observe practice. The visits were informed by
planning meetings, including a preliminary residential meeting held at The Staff

College, Coombe Lodge, in autumn 1981).

A number of background papers were available at the preliminary planning meeting

and these, together with reports on each sector's visit to each country, are available

from the Further Education Unit (see publicity leaflet in Europe inlOrmaiiim

(ank). This paper constitutes a relatively modest digest of the experiences of the
project. It was prepared for the FEU by Mike Duckenfield, formerly of the Adult
Training Promotions Unit at the Department of Education and Science.

In an introduction it is difficult to capture the broad experience of project work

involving a matrix of tour employment areas and four countries. For the whole picture

there is no substitute for the full set of reports. It is also reasonable to obserx"2 that there

is no common viewpoint between the four sectors or common experience in each of the

tour countries studied. An illustration of this difficulty of comparison is the wide

variation in Europe of the meaning of levels.While NVQ levels (Table 3, p.31) have
much in common with Italian levels (Table 15, p.3()) being based on levels 01

performance in work roles, EC levels (Table 8, p.33) are quite distinct, being
qualification based, and the French reverse the order of levels (one, possibly logically,

bein)' the highest level). In spito of these difficulties, some outstanding issues emerge

and are worth ot consideration as general conclusions.

. Ascrciatfr niir 1-rwatronal (- o)leAt.....1thonttional (A-1- LAnn er-4(v..111S.mah...
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The first of these issues is summed up at the end of the travel aad tourism sector's
report on the French visit. The final paragraph of this report is as follows:

'A considerable unease develops after a study visit such as this the report is

shot through with criticisms of the French system for its old-tashioned

teaching and assessment. its centralised control and its lack of fle\ ibilitv. It

he as with some chagrin. therefore, that we noted that the products of this

outdated system were lively, vigorous. well- informed and skilled for the

most part. Comparisons with British equivalents would mostly be favourable

to the French. This could not. in France, be accounted for by a natural respect

for and commitment to vocational qualifications (as it could in Germany).

the French .niter from many of our problems. for example lack of status of

vocational training, poor staying-on rates and so on. Of course, the over

supply of trainees means that (th the best may be selected for employment,

but most of the trainees we met were also of high quality: more outgoing,

knowledgeable and confident. We would not wish to make an attempt to

account for this paracio. ('worse' training, 'better' trainees) but merely place

it on the table for e\amination.'

A conclusion drawn from this might be that a well-developed and innovative
training service in the UK, largely provided through further education colleges, is
battling hard, but with little success, against a national culture and system which are
hostile to vocational education and training. This, however, would be a distortion
and would tend to lead to self-congratulation and complacency. A more alarming
prof Fiect for further education would be provided by the German system in which, it
is suggested in one report, industry's commitment to training derives mainly from
its ownership of the process and its consequent control over its relevance and
currency. In this country, the industry lead bodies and the Training and Enterprise
Councils h,;ve introduced a large measure of industry control over the design and
funding of training. it is important tIvr the further education sector, as a whole,
should be able to demonstrate how its advanced processes of delivery, together with
its fle\ible approach to continuing education and training, can deliver industry's
requirements as effectively and efficiently as its competitors. If this can be achieved,
together with successful partnerships with industry possibly mediated by Training
and Enterprise Councils, then neither complacency about further education's
undoubted qualities nor alarm at the prospect of industry control of education and
training should deter significant progress by further education. The e\amples drawn
from Europe in this project provide useful models and occasionally warnings about
such progress.

Another area illuminated by the e\perience of this project is the issue of breadth in
training. In some 'country sector' reports it is noted that breadth is an issue because
industry rejects broad-based training, preferring narrow job specialisation, often
unrelated to the specific vocational sector (for e\ample, marketing rather than travel
and tourism). A broad consensus emerges, however, from a full reading of the
project's outcomes about the need for versatility and adaptability in changing
industries, which could be a result of emphasising core skills in training design and
close collaboration with industry. Th.., only tension then is about the meaning of
breadth. Such observations reflect the debate in this country about general
vocational qualifications and support an emerging rapprochement about training
design.

It is commonplace in discussions about comparisons with mainland Europe to
observe that participation rates in post-compulsory education and training in this
country are poor. While this is undoubtedly true, the unusual consensus in this
country over targets for participation, taken together with advantages in curriculum



delivery and in aCit., to Ctlntinuing, education, give hope for the future. Although
parity of esteem for academic and vocational education max- be an unrealistic aim it
has certainly not been achieved with the introduction of a vocational version of the
French bat Lithtim',In. an incremental approach to this through redesign, flexible
access and incentives is bound to make some progress.

Vhat ha: not been achieved in the L K is the partnership between industry and
education over training, that is said to be the consequence of the nit:I/sir-4m in
(;ermany and possibly of the equivalent Dutch system. The evidence of this report is
that these partnerships ,ire never easily, and rarely fully, achieved on a truly national
basis and that successful partnerships are more likely to be achieved on an industry
by industry basis within a favourable framework. The basis of such developments is
under construction in the LK.

I t therefore possible to be cautiously optimistic about the future of training in the
L K. It anything like the Confederation of British Industry's education and training
targets are achieved, the redesigned framework and content of vocational
qualifications, together with the experience of flexible design and access in further
education, may provide this country with a vital edge in the wider market and fierce
competitive environment of the 19(tOs and the next century. Other elements, again
often highlighted from the experience of this project, like better incentives and
rewards for learners, will also need to be put into place it such ambitions are to be
fully realised. It is to be hoped that this project has made some small contribution to
t'aese developments and will provide a stimulus to debate and useful source
material for planner: at local and national level. Thanks are due to all participants
and to \ likc Duckentield. author of the following summary report.

C.10[1\,-,0\



THE COUNTRIES

This part of th,.- report provides brief descriptions of the vocational education and
training system in each of the tour countries involved in the study. In each case,
there is a central text supported by background information displayed in insets and
tables.

The main text follows a common format. First, there is an explanation of courses and
qualifications and of the various progression routes open to students. This outlines
the arrangements for vocationally-oriented courses during the latter period of
compulsory schooling and explains the transition to vocational studies at upper
secondary level, and eventually in higher education, or to apprenticeship. Mention is
made of the principal qualifications.

The second element in the text deals with the planning and administration of
vocational education and training. It looks at the role of central government in
curriculum planning, the extent to which administration is decentralised, and the
involvement of employers and trades unions.

Finally, there is reference to some of the developments and issues current in
vocational education and training in each of the countries.

Each country text is accompanied by an inset providing information about the
national economy.

Tables list and define training levels in France, give the gross domestic product of
the four countries as well as of other leading industrialised nations and list the main
apprenticeship trades in Federal Germans' (the latter tables both accompany the text
on Germany).

By way of comparison, a description of vocational education and training in England
and Wales has been included, following those of the four countries which svere
studied as part of the project. The inset on the UK economy and the tables on the
sectoral distribution of the UK work-force and the extent of qualification among
certain occupational groups accompany this description. Three other tables in this
section give education participation rates for 16- to 18- year-olds in the UK and the
four countries studied, National Vocational Qualification levels and national training
targets, and the training levels adopted in 1985 by the European Community. These
levels can be further compared with similar classifications adopted in France (see
section on France) and Italy (see section on motor vehicle mechanics).



FRANCE

Vocational education and training

L ntil the age of 14, all French children follow the same curriculum and most

continue to do so for a further year the penultimate year of compulsory schooling.

Those who do not may opt for one of three alternative routes: a two-year
programme of pre-vocational studies (customarily regarded as suitable for the least

academically able}, a three -year version of the programme leading to the basic craft

level certificat lipf Milli' Itrtttt'`IttirlICIle qualification (see below), or a technological

option which lays increased stress on the study of French and maths.

it is the policy of the French government to develop the last of these, it is also

policy to move away from vocational and pre-vocational choices until the start of

upper secondary schooling.

This upper stage, which occurs in general or technical luiii. , comprises the final

ear of compulsory schooling and two subsequent years. On entering this stage

students have a choice of course-, leading to set oral qualifications academic.

technical and vocational. The most well-known outside France is the baccafah real .

P./6. ahrtirM. Lntil recentlY, this route only offered three-t ear academic and

technical courses, normally as a prelude to higher education. In IfISR. a tw o -\ ear

vocational stream leading to the baccidaurrat was added.

cerfpicat &aria pr,q,,ioiptelle (CAP). \ormallt a two -year programme ot basic

craft studies, including work placement.

Prezikit iretilitc--: ssioillifiles (131:1'f. Also a two -\ ear vocational programme but

more broad-based and academic. In theory, it pro\ ides training at the same level

as the (.A1' but. by custom, it has a higher standing.

RreiVi A three-year course leading to a technician's diploma.

I he introduction ot the liaccaLitiik',it prof esskinnelle is part of an attempt to raise the

overall level of vocational qualification. I he Fkitication Act of 1'489 foresaw that

virtually all school students would achieve at least the Al' or the 13121' and neark tour

in five should reach the level of the iiakca/affrc.ft within this decade (see Table 1, p.I

Important characteristics of the l'aCt.ilatt',1' 1', i,fe.,101/1/Cile are that students wanting

to enter courses must first hat e attained a lower \ ocational qualification (normally

the CAI' or the 131-1'), and that, on completion of studies. four in five mild he

e. pected to enter employment (the reverse proportion to that for the academie and

technical streams).

The use ot inno\ alive teaching methods is being encouraged for the new kak :daffy,' if

whilse increasing popularity is e\ reefed to margmalke the ii/e;ici huh icu

qualification. From a trial cohort ot tewer than 1,2(1) candidates sitting the hest

e\aminotions in IOS7, numbers had risen sharply to nearlt It).(100 by lost).

A relati\ olv ,mall proportion about I of those leaving tompulson
schooling enter apprenticeships, ti here the\ tan study for the same qualifications as

full -time education. In the past, this has mainly meant the C Al' (the only

pos1,lbilit \' until Ti4,1-f., but apprentices are now hkrtng ofik-o-trrageid to progress to the

l'attalailical and the /ifr;v1 Ii !pm hitt (see Table tl. r -42).



ligher vocational studies for those already qualified to l',7,-CATIirrdi level include
two-year diploma courses in uni ersities and equivalent institutions (brctif tic
tcciwicic(i and the dtphilitc tee hlio/oic ), as well a,
prote,,ional courses at first and higher degree level.

Continuing vocational education and training are diverse, with a vari.2t% ot public
and private providers, including chambers of commerce, professional associations,
emplo% en., and training provided through the proceeds of a national training ta \ on
employers. Qualifications, where they are appropriate, follow the same hierarchy as
initial training. The CAP is increasingly used in adult updating and retraining and
can now be attained through credit accumulation, as can the l'r't'et tic fed/II/cit.?:

Planning and administration

Frei Iti.t ocationa I education and training system has been characterised by
national uniformity and central regulation. Government ministries (usually, but not
always, those responsible for cdukation) control most qualitications and the
curriculum and e\aminations leading to them. Ilk v do this in conjunction with a
network ot 1 sectoral ad isory committees commissiolis iretcs:sio(titclic..

,..;:sfilLiticcs (Cress).

I he first C.1'C . were established hy gox eminent in bach is composed of ten
representatives of employer associations and an equal number for the labour unions.
In addition, there are seats for government officials and inspectors, teachers, parents.
chambers of commerce, consultants, and representatives of organisations including
the Centre for ";tudv and Research into Qualifications (c, d etude, et tie ,c( her,

-4," le, quo! el, .1;-;ons), an other under the joint aegis of the ministries of educathin and
emplo% ment. I he tonini ;ttl'e, offer ad\ ice and formulate proposals on the definition
and Content of training courses. and on their implementation and revision within
the various professional and occupational sectors. They also re `eV and make
recommendations on qualifications.

1\ hilt' the committees provide a formal link between education and business, they
are. nonetheless, consultathe by nature in a political culture where go\ eminent
direr dim has long been the custom. \ lemherships are large, which tends to dilute the
input ot employers, and attempts to gain a more active involvement by busier in

specitic cases have not alwav,, been a success (see travel and tourism). In addition,
the sector-specitic basis of the committees has made them hard to reform due to
entrenched interests and not conducive to the development of interdisciplinan
studies. I his is despite the esastenLe 01 an overarching committee (Lonnie

,!! 11'110C...40W:1j (1(1 is hieh ads ise go\ eminent on broad polio
matters, such as the relationship between general, technical and vocational
education and the integration of planning at national and regional le els, and on
which all the (..PC,, are represented.

'since there has been a major !no\ e toward decentralisation in educational
administration. In ocational education and training, the intention is to make
provision more resp(insiSe h, lot al labour market need and to toster linkage
between initial and ,ontinuing education. i ocal autboritie, noNN e to det-Me

erall training needs in their regions and to Linn% up a provisional investment
programme. .I his ties m \+ ith changes iii tontint,'n:g vocational etitiL alit In, Where.

14.),(1, the region,-havelven required-to-deve.c anti-implement regional
dt'schIpment plans



The economy

nlike initial vocational education, which has been the responsibility of the Minister

for Education, c( ntinuing vocational training lies with the Minister of Social Affairs

and Employmet To aid co-ordination, there is a complex network of national and
regional committees, including an inter-ministerial committee chaired by the Prime

Minister and its regional equivalents, presided over by the regional rrt'leds .

Developments and issues

In addition to decentralisation, current developments in French vocational education

and training include steps to make progression routes through the system more

flexible, notably through the use of credits; the introduction of work placement as a

requirement within the bacca/airrent profession/wife ; and attempts to limit the

proliferation of different qualifications and to rationalise the number of titles within

these qualifications. The number of specialisms within both the CAP (down from 313

in 1084 to 250 in 1989) and the BEP (from 76 to 31 with a target of 20) is being

reduced.

There is particular concern to raise the status of vocational education and training

and to improve participation rates, and generally to combat the legacy of the long-

held elite view of post-16 study. The figures tell the story. Of the 800,000 who leave

the education system each year, 15'; do so without any qualification and a further

45'; stop at the level of CAP and BEE'. The aim is to change this drastically during

the present decade (Table 0, p.42).

1 :.) t,"-p_ipeo "
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National training levels and targets in France
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Vocational education and training

At the age of ten, atter four Years of common primary schooling, 93'; of children in

(the former Federal) German\ enter non-selective. but differentiated secondary
schooling. The remainder enter comprehensive schools. About 111'; start academic
Gum/fasten; the same proportion enter general education Rca [stint/en; and a slightly

larger number begins more practically-oriented studies in I faurtsi /often, where

courses conclude a Year earlier, at the age of 13, than at the other schools.

About 25'. of In year olds progress to pre-university studies leading to the award ot

the .-11(itur. These are pursued in upper secondary ,:ittrurasi.fic Obersttrfc, including the

academic Cvitimisicii and brit4lichc. c..";imina-:ielt, where students can opt for more

career-oriented studies. for e \ ample in engineering or economics. About one in si ot

those gaining the Abitter then makes a 'mature' entry into the apprenticeship system
(some subsequently going on to higher education).

At the other end of the scale, nine per cent ot Germans leave school and enter

unskilled occupations for which they need receive no training. They most, however.

attend vocational schools Scrittsscliuleu for continuing general education at

least one day a week until the age of IS. In addition, some leavers, usually at the age

of 15, enter a preparatory 1 ear of N. ocational training in Rerut-:-c Iliac,: before seeking

an apprenticeship.

Rau f4sclurleti are essentially part-time and designed to support the apprenticeship

system 1w providing day and block release courses. They are usually monotechnic,

oi tering com-,..e, in support of a single occupational sector, and they tend to be small.

In 1 Limburg, a city .ol l.b million people, appro\ imately 50,000 part-time students

attend 4 Beru,-;-(

Bei iftst,ii-liscluarn otter tu l-time vocaf.ional courses of at least one year to

those with a Rcalschide or 1101/pN huh' leaving certificate. The schools, in general,

cover areas not catered for by the apprenticeship sc..tem, such as some aspects of

health and community care, social work, music, foreign languages and those

elements of construction training which, for health and safety reasons, cannot be

undertaken at the .york-place. The schools also ()tier a one-year basic vocational

training course which can provide e\emption from the first year of apprenticeship.

Female students make up more than two-thirds of the enrolment at 8cruki,icliscluff'cii.

try tar the dominant means of school-to-work transition. catering for almost three-

quarters of young Germans, is tile 011als1/.:101/ of apprenticeship. This combines on-

the-job training with day or block release, equixalent to two days a week (of which

up to 40', consists of general education). .1 raining varies from two to three and a

hall years (depending on the occupation), plus a three month probationary period.

School leavers wishing to enter an apprenticeship apply to an employer and, it

accepted, enter a contract guaranteeing training in accordance with the \ ocational

Training Act 10119. I he system offers training in as MCI 11 <1- 378 Ognised

occupations, although the 25 trades most popular with men account for (Nu' of male

trainees: the comparable figure for women is . 1 Fable 1, p.18). '..-;eventy per cent of

training places arc' in small and flied itim-,lied thins, and apprentices comprise one

in seven of these tirms. total work-force.

(lualitication asanapprentice is essential for progression to status, which

may be achieved after at least two years' skilled emplit ment and further training.



.\-leister can then supervise apprentices, and they play an important role in on-the-job
training. Companies cannot gain training company status unless they employ
Meister. About 27',; of apprentices progress to Meister training.

Apprenticeship training does not assure permanent employment with the contracted
employer. On qualification, about (AV, of apprentices leave and seek jobs elsewhere.
Si \ months after qualifying, nearly a half of all apprentices find permanent work in
their specialist field. The other half divides fairly evenly tour ways between those
entering jobs for which their apprenticeship training was irrelevant; those returning
to further education; those enlisting in military or community service; and the
unemployed (ten per cent of all qualifying apprentices). The drop-out rate from
apprenticeship training is about 14', .

Planning and administration

Education, including vocational education and training, is a responsibility of the 13
states (Under) and three self-governing cities (in the re-unified Germans.). Co-
ordination nationally is through the Standing Conference of Education Ministers (of
the LiThiicr).

The framework for vocational curricula and regulations for training is set down at
federal level, interpreted and translated into courses by the individual bilhi which,
in turn, are implemented, according to local needs, by the chambers of commerce.

Advising the government on training regulations is a federal agency, the
Buitiicsiustitut tii Hcrit(siiiiiiiins, which consults employers and trades unions.
Minimum training specifications include occupational designation, length of
training period, skills and knowledge to be conveyed (the occupational profile),
guidelines on curriculum content and structure, and examination requirements.
These regulations are legally binding and have aC.Onsidi'2rable effect on the contents
of company training programmes as we.. II as on wage and salary structures.

The chambers are legally recognised as the competent bodies in matters relating to
vocational training. There are over 100 chambers, including craft chambers and
agricultural chambers, as well as those of commerce and industry. Membership is
mandatory, although by no means all companies pay fees. Only about one in five
chooses to be a training company within the Duaististem. Those that do not, however,
are effectively prohibited from hiring young workers in any of the recognised
occupations.

The chambers' responsibilities include accrediting businesses and employing
organisations wishing to become training companies; registering training contracts
between employers and trainees; setting, organising and marking e \ aminations; and
awarding vocational qualifications. Vocational training committees of the chambers
consist of equal numbers of employer and trades union representati\ es, with
brut-,,eltitle teachers acting as consulting members.

The Dm/system is demand-led: there is no national or local manpower planning; the
number of apprenticeships is determined by the aggregate of decisions by individual
companies, which bear the cost of training. The system is further supported by a
training levy on firms, and by federal and regional gt worn men t.

1



Developments and issues

Inevitably, there are mismatches between supply and demand. Many applicants for

apprenticeships fail to find places in their preferred occupations, while employers in

some regions and sectors, including catering, construction and mechanical
engineering, report unfilled vacancies. Also, tiler: are marked gender differences in

reCTU it men t

The system is highly structured and regulated, and it relies on a high degree of

:onsensus among the principal partners. It is well established, recognised and

understood. It is, however, somewhat inflexible. Changes in the classification of

trades and in regulations take a long time to effect, and the system offers no short

cuts to tackling skills shortages. Developed initially for craft trades, and then

extended to cover manufacturing industry, the system leaves large parts of the

growing service sector uncovered.

Until recently, apprenticeship training was based on the principle of time served.

There is still a time requirement, but learning objectives have been introduced

specifying competences to be acquired. These are enshrined in nationally agreed and

statutory training regulations. Assessment is, however, entirely based on

intermediate and final examinations.

Technological developments have meant that training content. particularly in some

industrial sectors, has become too complex to be dealt with on the shop-floor alone.

As a result, it has become increasingly necessary to teach key skills on separate oft

the -job training courses at industry-wide training centres, of which there are about

61111.

Over the last 4(1 years, there has been a gradual rationalisation of apprenticeship

training, with the number of classified occupations being reduced from over WO in

the 1950s to between 350 and 3(10 this decade. The Dm/sus/cm reflects the strong

position of manufacturing in Germans' and has benefited from the large numbers of

voting people available to enter apprenticeships. The decline in the birth rate and the

rise of the st-rvice sector present new challenges.

Finally, it is worth noting that, save for the arrangement which allows for exemption

from first-year apprenticeship for those taking the foundation vocational 'ear, there

has been no attempt to co-ordinate full-time vocational education, as provided by

the Berufsfach.chulen, and the part-time day release system of the fieruf,;schttleir.

The economy
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ITALY

Vocational education and training
Italians are legally obliged to attend school only until the age of 14 (and that only
since I %a When a student leaves lower secondary school, he or she has tour active
choices:

1. Get a job and hope the employer provides training.

2. Enter an apprenticeship or employment training contract.

There are 540,000 apprentices (50,000 fewer than in the mid-1980s) accounting for
about ten per cent of Italian 15- to 1(-Year-olds. The law stipulates eight hours of
formal education and 32 hours of practical training a week. In practice, however, the
length and content of apprenticeships are determined by labour union contracts,
which vary from sector to sector, and the requirement for formal studies is rarely
met. Where oft -the -job training takes place, it is generally at a regional training
centre. Apprenticeships are mainly found in the craft and small industry sector, and
three in five are in the more industrialised north of the country.

A new form of employment training contract (contrat to tormazione c hizro) was
introduced by legislation in the mid-I980s. This allows for the employment of those
in their teens and twenties, and who are not in w ork, on contracts lasting 12 to 24
months. The contracts can be tFed in any sector of the economy or in organisations
of any size. Participating companies, which have to prepare a training scheme to be
agreed by regional government and the labcur unions, benefit from a 50'1 reduction
in social security payments for all those L,aploved. Since their inception, the
contracts have proved increasingly popular: the number of people entering one, rose
from 11,1,000 in 1985 to 388,000 two years later. Small firms, in particular, have
+velc(imed theth (moSt ContractSa are with firms of feWer thai1-51-Yenipliwees). A high

proportion of trainees obtain permanent jobs with the contracted company or
another employer at the end of the period. Provision for training varies. Off- the -job
t wining is at regional training centres.

Coincidentally, with the introduction of employment training contracts, the Italian
government adopted a classification of qualifications and training attainment which
features seven levels (see section on motor vehicle mechanics).

3. Stay on at school or enrol in a state vocational training institute.

Upper secon:lary schools normally provide courses of study lasting five years,
whereupon students receiv'' the el i ploma di rrurturita the standard university entry
qualification. There ar.., several types of school, ranging from those with a classical
curricuh m to the licco sc ie,ligiC0 and training colleges for prospective nursery and
primary school teachers. In addition, there are technical institutes offering
technician-level courses in subjects including engineering, art and design, and home
economics. A five-year ,.,f..1 programme leads to a qualification which is also valid
for university entry. In all, these schools and institutes offer 305 subject
specialisations.

A third type of institution which has become integrated into this system is the state
vocational tniining institute (ist/tido imih',:iontile). These were created in the 1%0s,
Milian% with courses of two or three years in length, but they have since been
extended to five years to bring them into line with those of the upper secondary
schools and technical institutes. The vocational training institutes offer courses in
about 200pecialisations, with an-initial three-year diploma -- di esperto---1-ollowed

-
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by a two-year diploma di ivafurifa proic:.:40filde 11 in valid for university

entry. About 500,000 students are enrolled in the vocational training institutes, of

which three-quarters are in the industrial /handicrlit and commercial sectors.

4. Enrol at a regional training centre.

The regional training centres (corrht di 1:.;»-Inazione Professionals rtiondle) are organised

as a part of labour market planning not of the education system. They are run

as a partnership between regional government, employer associations and labour
unions, and offer full-time basic craft training, as well as off-the-job and continuing

training.

The legally established length of a basic training course is 2,4(1(1 hours (equivalent to
two years' full time); this includes a brief practical training period in a company or

employing organisation for an Unspecified amount of time. Courses are organised by

sector, and trainees completing courses are awarded a certificate of vocational

competenc (attestato di qualified professionalc).

In the second half of the 1980s, financial support for regional vocational activities
rose by about 60'; in real terms. By the end of the decade, about 370,000 trainees

were enrolled on courses annually.

Planning and administration

Vocational education has been seen as low in status, practically-oriented and

employer-based until relatively recently. 1Vhere it included a formal educational
element, this was regarded as an aspect of general or continuation studies (as

opposed to academic or technical studies offering a route into higher education, and

then into skilled jobs). A point of departure from this ryas the creation, under the

Ministry of Education in the 1960s, of the iqifiefi protes:4imuili.

Outside schools, vocational training has been developed under the aegis of the

Ministry of Labour. This funds in-service training for employees and a state work-

placement system. The 1Q48 Italian Constitution, however, delegated vocational,

small industry and c"afts training to the regions, and the hiatus in creating regional

authorities in the early 1070s hindered the development of vocational training.

In 1977, legislation gave the regions responsibility for the retraining of workers and

for youth unemployment measures. A year later, another law gave the regions the

right to devise three-year programmes for vocational training, both initial and

continuing. These would be based on national and regional economic planning and

(he particular needs of different industrial and occupational sectors. The regions

could plan annual schemes within this framew ork and delegate implementation to

provincial or local authorities.

On the basis of the three-year programme, regional assessootti (departments) for

vocational training or other bodies (the province, the local authority, or the o'ininita

montana mountain villages grouped under one authority) formulate annual plans

which may include training proposals from regional training centres, firms, labour

unions, and non-protit private agencies. Regional offices collate and co-ordinate

programmes and consult employers and labour unions. On approval, the regions

determine funding support whether activities will be financed by local funds or

submitted as a project for European Social Fund support and draw up agreement',

with the agencies or authorities which will administer training courses.

2
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Developments and issues

The e \ tension of courses in the /gait/I profcssionati to five years, has helped to put
vocational education on a par with academ and technical upper secondary
education, as a route to higher education. The institutes are criticised, however, for
having less co: `act than the regional training centres with industry, and for offering
a curriculum which, like that in the technic 'l upper secondary schools, is too
specialised in its early years.

Two reform initiatives, currently ee, tending to 130 istititti and technical upper
secondary schools, are seeking to tackle these issues by reducing options for 14- to
16-year-olds from about 140 to 20 broad vocational fields and by fostering improved
links between education and regionally-organised training. One aim of the

experiments seen as a precursor to raising the age of compulsory school

attendance to 16 is to attract more current leavers to continue in full-time studies.

Compared with those of some other countries, the apprenticeship system is
unstructured and otters uncertain training opportunities. Policy favours the regional
planning of vocational training, as a partnership between government, employers
and labour unions, with delivery focused on the regional training centres.
Regionalisation is causing disparities, however, particularly in the award of similar,
or even the same, qualifications for courses of widely different content and length.

For e \ample, a recent inquiry found 3,800 different titles for courses run by the

regions.

There is also concern about the ability of supply-side planning to keep pace with
employers' rapidly changing training needs. One response has been to call for better

labour market information.

A z V'.37:::....! *.rse
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NETHERLANDS

Vocational education and training

Specialisation begins with the start ot secondary education at the age of 12. Students
then choose between 3 sib -year academic track, five-year (I IAVO) or tour-Year
( \1. \\'O1 pntgrammes of general education, or a four-year programme of vocational
education (lager Itewep,auderivii-; LBO). Generally, these options are provided in
separat: schools. The first year consists of transition class of which there are two

types one for the vocational stream and one for the other streams. Transfer
between tracks, although possible, is difficult.

The first two years of 1.130 are devoted mainly to general subjects, including Dutch,
a foreign language and arithmetic. In the final two years there is increasing emphasis
on vocationally related studies. Students choose from sectoral options. About halt
take technical studies (building trades, mechanics, metalworking, etc.); one-quarter
take home economics; agricultural and commercial studies each account for about
nine per cent of students; and the rest are divided between retailing and nautical
studies. Students completing LBO would normally he expected to progress to
apprentice training or upper secondary vocational or technical education (if/Od/bat
bentpsoittier:rifs \1130).

Recniitment to the tour-year \1B0 is trom both IBC) and the four-year programme
of general education (\lA\'O), and takes place at the end of compulsory schooling.
The \IBC) offers studies in four curriculum sectors. Three of these each account for
about 3(1'; of students. These are technical subjects and natural sciences. personal
and social servces and health care, and commerce, including catering. The fourth
sector, agriculture, accounts for about seven per cent of students. (See the section on
electrical and electronic engineering for a ciVscription of Upper secondary technical

education in the Netherlands.)

Short NIB° courses have been available since 1L)7,), and are designed for pupils from
LBO and MAVO schools who cannot find a suitable niche in standard (four-year)
\1130 programmes or the apprenticeship system. Courses are full-time, last two or
three years and involve a substantial amount of practical training, and train students
for junior positions.

I figher yocati(mal education (!r))gr bewcpsoudera'ii:, I IBC)) has been

comprehensively overhauled, with (he previous 30(1 institutions reorganised into a
new system of about (f) h %t chelcrr. Four -year study programmes lead to degree-
level qualifications in one or more of seven vocational curriculum sectors; commerce
with 23', of enrolment, technical studies (24'; ), teacher training ( ), health care

(12' 1. courses in the arts (ten per cent), social and community work (eight per cent),
and asjiculturo (live per cent).

-:jtice the mid-197(1s, the proportion ot secondary students enrolled at 1.130 schools

has declined from 34'; to 21)', in the period l'47:3-6 to 11187-8, absolute numbers tell

from 403,000 to 300,000. Simultaneously, numbers taking part in \l B0 rose from
114,010 to 2t13,(100ind those in 11130 from 111,0(10 to 160,000.

Apprenticeships consist of one or two days a week studying theory in formal
educational an apprentice training centre, with the rest of the week occupied bt
practical training carried out 'on the job' or in a company trainee workshop. Basic
training lasts two to three years and leads to an e\ aminat ion and award of a
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practice is supported by over 330 different specialised vocational courses. These are
concentrated at 33 training centres throughout the country, and range from those for
shoemakers and for opticians to those for jobs in the retail trade or in social and
community services. Unlike in Germany, the Dutch apprenticeship system provides
extensive training in the service, as well as the manufacturing, sector.

Apprenticeship places are available to those aged 16 or older, with or without an
LBO or NIAVO certificate (although the apprenticeship may take an extra year if pre-
entry education is deemed inadequate). Apprentices are generally taken on as
employees, but in areas of high unemployment where the employer feels unable to
guarantee continued work, the apprentice may attend a company training centre or
a centre set up by a group of companies, and receive a training allowance rather than
a wage.

Planning and administration

Dutch administration has been highly centralised, and education, vocational or
otherwise, is the responsibility of the national Ministry of Education and Science.
Provincial and municipal authorities have relatively few powers. In line with similar
developments in many other countries, the Netherlands is moving away from
regulation, by redefining the role of central authority in terms of objectives and
standard-setting, and by giving institutions increased autonomy over financial
management.

Reform of apprenticeship training, in the early 1980s, was followed by a
comprehensive government review of technician-level education (N1130). Among the
aims is the creation of fewer and larger MBO schools; they are to have an average of
3,000 students, which will reduce their number from ,2(1 to about 150. This is partly
due to the decline in the birth rate, but it also reflects the desire to bring about
greater possibilities for movement between different types of courses and vocational

areas.

Other aims of the review are to give these schools institutional autonomy revising

their legal status, funding basis and (it is hoped) encouraging enterprise and to
stimulate innovative approaches to teaching and learning in an attempt to reduce
high drop-out rates. An experiment with short modularised courses began in the late
1980s and there are plans for a less rigid four-year programme of vocational studies.

Developments and issues

Secondary education has been in a state of suspended reform for more than two
decades. There is evidence that the current system, in forcing people to make
academic, general and vocational choices at the end of primary schooling, reinforces
social inequality, not least due to the reluctance of parents to have their children
placed in the vocational stream. The failure to achieve n form has acre .; as a damper
on innovation, while laying an insecure foundation for education and training after It).

As the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development reported in 1 (N :

.i30 is an increasingly isolated stream that serves primarily students who have no
other options and produces an alarming number of student, who leave tine syqem
with no marketable skills. Statistics- indicate that unemployment is higher among
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LBO c.-ompleters than among those who drop out of other streams "..ith no

qualifications at all, and the apprenticeship system, into which LBO pupils are
supposed to flow, is increasingly drawing on graduates from other, higher streams
because of the weaknesses in LBO candidates.'"-

The root of the problem has been the failure to gain support for structural ch,.nge.
After e\tensive debate, in 11475, the government proposed the introduction of 'all-in'
comprehensive schools as in Brit,-,in. There would be differentiation between pupils
in the classroom, but all would be taught the same subjects. In the event, 13
e \perimental schools were established. Deadlock then ensued until a government
advisory committee reported on 'basic education' in 1986. This shifted the focus

from structure to content.

The direction of policy is now toward the introduction of a three-year programme of
basic education in all secondary schools. This would feature a core curriculum
accounting for $0'; of teaching time and 14 subjects to be studied by all students.
LBO would then become more pre-vocational by nature and include periods of work

e\perience or practical training.

In contrast to LBO, parents strongly favour vocational options post 16, and demand

for places has grown considerably. There are concerns, however, about the Ile\ ibilitv
of upper secondary programmes and the extent to which \tBO is co-ordinated with
apprenticeship. Similarly, HBO and university higher education are still 1.ery
separate systems, and attempts to give them a measure of parity have run up against

problems of transfer and equivalence and status.

Following consultation between the government, employers and others, the number

of apprenticeships doubled over a four-year period during the mid-1980s. To further

strengthen this form of training, a national steering committee with tripartite
consultative bodies for each vocational sector (made up of representatives of
employer associations, labour unions and vocational education organisations) has
been set up to advise on'the s-tructurc and contents of courses.

Other current issues concern the need to introduce quality control; to stimulate a
more entrepreneurial and market-responsive approach to higher and secondary
education; and to introduce information technology as a basic element of vocational

education.

Reztttt- of Polt, te. for I dltt,titott. \,.ft; erialt,1-..Ptiblkheil by ()E(. I), I 'Kt 1 .



ENGLAND AND WALES

Background

Compared with most industrialised countries Britain has until very recently paid

scant attention to education and training for work, excepting that for the prol.:ssions.

Historically, this is 'ustrated by the lack ()f development in the techn.cal-vocational

stream in secondary education, the restri,:tion of school-leaving qualifications to

academic subjects, and the slow recognAion on the part of government of a public

planning role in industrial training, in.:luding apprenticeship.

lunior technical schools, introduced in 1905 to prepare pupils either for artisan or

other industrial occupations or for d wnestic service', were not brought into the

secondary education system until the 1944 Education Act (2 years later than in the

:Netherlands, for eNample). While tl is envisaged a tripartite system of academic,

general education and technical-v A:ational schools, at no time were more than five

per cent of the age group enrolled in the last of these, compared with 2.0'; in

grammar schools and 75', in secondary modern schools. This stands in marked

contrast to Germany, where the p;.-sent -...)tit between these streams is 30-30-40 in

favour of the technical and vocational element.

The only school-leaving qualification until the mid-1960s was the academic General

Certificate c.f Education (at Ordinary level), designed for the top 30'; of the ability

range. The introduction of the Certificate of Secondary Education (intended for the

middle 30'; ) and its subsequent amalgamation with the C,CE to create the General

Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) in the mid-1950s, together with the

raking of the school leaving age to 16 in 1973 and gradual replacem,la of the

tripartite system with unified comprehensive schools between 1965 and 1950, all

helped tip increase the number of students gaining qualifications. They did not,

however, significantly assist the growth of technical and vocational studies within

the curriculum. By 1940, only one student in eight completed compulsory schooling

with a qualification in technology and only one in 14 with one in business studies.

Similarly, it xvas not until the 1963 Industrial Training Act that government accepted

the need for a public sector approach to training, in the process creating the

industrial training boards. ft was only in the early 1970s with the establishment ot

the Busiaess Education Council and Technician Education Council (since

amalgamated as the Business and Technology Education Council BTFC( that 0

wide range of non-craft vocational courses were ;itroduced into further education.

The legacy of this history has been a high proportion of students leaving school

without any qualification and a low post-compulsory participation rate (see Table h,

p.34). The 1944 Education Act provision that all young people stay in full-time

education or attend part-time in further education until the age of IS the

requirement in Germany was never implemented: the vision of the 1959 Crowther

Report on the education ot I to 1S-year-olds that, by 1980, at least halt 01 all leavers

should stay in full-time education until the age ot 1S has still not been realised (in

1959-90 the figure was 35'

The situation has improved, however, both in terms ot attainment and participation.

In 1988-9, 30', ot boys and 34' ot girls tin England) achieved five or more GCS1:.

passes (grades A-C) as against'_`, and 24', , respectively, a decade earlier. only one

student in eleven completed compulsory schooling without gaining any

qualification (the same as in (Ierman), compared to 11', in P-)75-9 and 43'
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45'; in 1985.

Reforms underway since the mid-1980s are Hot only the most sweeping ever
attempted of the education system in Britain, but more comprehensive than
anything as vet proposed in another country.

Vocational education and training

Nine out of ten 11- to 16-von--olds attend schools administered by local education
authorities (LEAs). The majority of the remainder attend either private schools or
those directly funded by central government. A reform of the curriculum within a

national tramework began in 1989 and is due to be completed in 1997. Until then,
what is taught wilt continue to vary considerably between LEAs and, within them,
between schools.

In general, students study the same subjects until the age of 14. They then follow
two-vear syllabuses leading to GCSE examinations in selected suVects. This involves
choices, which may lead to the dropping of certain subjects, such as geography, a

foreign language, history or one or more of the sciences. Conversely, it mat' mean
the start of studies in new subjects, such as computer studies or business studies.

The proportion of students who currently sit GCSE exams thus varies considerably
between subjects, and partly for this reason attainment achievement of an A-C
pass grade is low by some international standards. The percentage attempting
examinations and attaining qualifications (figure in brackets) is as follows in these
subjects: English 90 (45); maths 86 (34); French 41 (21); biological studies 35 (16);
physics 32 (16); technology 31 (12); chemistry 29 (15); business studies 18 (7); German
12 (7) and computer studies 11 (4).

On completing compulsory schooling; 33'; Of 16-vear-olds-cOntinue in full-tithe
education, although this varies considerably by region: from 60`; in outer
(suburban) London to 44', in the North East. Of these, two-thirds attend schools or
sixth-form colleges and one-third enrol at further education colleges.

In schools, students take specialised two-year academic courses (A levels, which are
the established pre -entry qualification for higher education equivalent to the
baccolaureat and the Aitun, or seek to gain further GCSE passes. One in five A level
students also takes Advanced Supplementary (AS level) courses, which were
introduced in 1987 to broaden the studies of sixth forms. A small number pursue the
Certificate of Pre-Vocational Education. In further education colleges, students have
the additional option of vocational courses, validated by BTEC, City and Guilds of
London Institute (CCU), Royal Society of Arts (RSA) and similar bodies. (It is
currently proposed that schools too should be able to offer BTEC First Diploma
courses.)

Of the 47', of 16-year-olds who do not continue in full-time education, by far the
majority (slightly more than three in five) enter Youth Training a two-year
programme of part-time studs' and work experience. Nearly one in five begin jobs
which include training (including apprenticeship), and the remainder enter jobs
without training. Regional variations are even sharper among those not continuing
full -time studies: in outer London six per cent of 16-year-olds enter Youth Training
compared with 35'; in the North East.

In 1989, 2.2 million students were enrolled in further education a figure projected
to rise to 2.9 million by 2000 and of these, 80'; attended part-time. On the
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continent, colleges and schools in further education are often small and
monotechnic, while in Britain further education colleges are general as opposed to
specialist, and only one in four has fewer than 1,000 students (40'; have more than
2,000). In broad terms, one-fifth of enrolments are on business and financial studies
courses with an equal proportion on engineering ano technology courses, and on
multidisciplinary studies courses.

In contrast to Germany and the Netherlands, apprenticeship in Britain has been
declining for several years. Taking its place has been Youth Training (YT) a

scheme similar to the employment contracts in Italy, although more restricted in
terms of trainee age. Introduced in the late 1970s as a short-term measure to alleviate
unemployment, it has been strengthened and extended from one to by() Years.
Currently, 15'; of 16- to IS- vear-olds take part in YT, although fewer than half
achieve any qualifications.

Reform

The current programme entails the implementation of reforms until at least 1997. It

has a number of focuses.

Content and standards in compulsory schooling

The aim of the National Curriculum, which is being introduced over an eight-year
period from 198q, is to provide a 'broad and balanced curriculum' for all pupils in
compulsory schooling. It requires nine foundation subjects to be taught at a nationally
defined standard to all 3- to 16-year-olds, with a tenth (a modern foreign language) for

to 6 -vear-olds. Core subjects include English, mathematics, and science.

There is no specification as to how much class time should be deYoted to the ten
subjects. individually or collectively, nor are they regarded as a complete
curriculum. Schools may offer other subjects and are expected to provide for cross-
curricular activities, including careers education and guidance. Attainment targets
for the foundation subjects, howe er, set down the range of knowledge, skills and
underst coding which pupils are expected to master as they progress through school.
There is also to be standardised national testing at the end of the first three key
stages of the curriculum, at ages seven, 11 and 14. Programmes of study set out the
essential content, skills and processes which need to be covered by pupils at each of

these stages.

The final stage (key stage four) comprises the last two years of compulsory schooling
and culminates in standardised examinations (the General Certificate of Secondary
Education), offered nationally, in all the foundation, as well as other, subjects.

Greater emphasis on technology

Preceding the National Curriculum was the Technical and Vocational Education
Initiative (TVED. This supports the provision of courses for 14- to 18-year-olds which
focus on the 'world of adult and working lite'. These emphasise a broad science
curriculum, appropriate to all students, and work experience, and F"ek to promote
business education and technology studies. including information technology. By
1990 about tit'; of schools and colleges and 42'; at the age group were involved in
T \'El. There are plans to extend this to all 14- to 1$ -year -olds in full-time education

by the early 19004,-.
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young people gain hands-on everiente of computers at school. I n ( there was

one personal computer for evert IS students in secondary schools and one per -10

pupils in primary schools..-le the end ot 19q1, the got-ernment launched another
capital equipment programme the Technology Schools Initiative 'to help

spread vocational technology teaching across a national network of secondary
schools'. For 1LP-12-3,123 million has been allocated to fund equipment projects at h2

schools. Another initiative in this area is City Technology Colleges. These are
corporate-tunded secondary schools with a strong technology emphasis in the
curriculum. Since I ()SS nearly 11 colleges have been opened or announced.

Increased involvenzent of business

:\ central tenet of the government reforms is that stronger links between business
and education will increase the vocational relevance of what is taught and learned.
In turn. this will raise knowledge and skill let els in industry and commerce to the
benefit of Britain's economic competitiveness. To this end several steps have been

taken.

School-industry links have been encouraged. Ninety -one per cent of secondary
schools had business representatives on their governing bodies in IPSY, compared to
12'; in 1.0S6. In addition. 71'. of students were involved in work experience
placements during the final Year of compulsory schooling and n3'; during the
penultimate year. The average placement lasts nine day s and, in about halt the
schools, work e\perience counts towards assessment for GCSE course work.

The Compact Initiative, launched in Urban Programme (inner-city) areas in
[caw red 35 compacts involving 500 schools and colleges, 92,0t1i) young people and
about '4,000 employers by the summer of 1191. The compacts are agreements
between students, employers and schools or colleges, whereby young people agree
to work towards negotiated goals M. return lot a job. with training with local
coml.-mines and organisations. The initiative is now to be applied nationwide.

Compacts are to be integrated into a wider scheme to formalise links between

business and education the Local Education and Rosiness Partnership initiative.
launched in 1'401. This aims 'to co-ordinate all activities to link education and
business at a local level'. Areas envisaged tor 'joint working' concern the curriculum.
work everience, the school -to -work transition, and professional development for
teachers F. \ample-. might include business personnel acting as mentors for
individual students. work shadowing. providing practice in job interviewing
techniques. and teacher placements in industry. About (Oil partnerships were in

operation by spring 1'1'42.

I he ket stone of the policy to promote the involvement ot business in education and
training is the creation of TFCs. These business-led organisations prot ide a national
network ot s2 agencies which have been given responsibility for the management of
several government initiatives and funded programmes. including Youth Training.
TV1-.1, Compacts anti I peal Ritication and Business I miler-hips. Others include

1:mployment Training a programme for the long-term unemployed: training
creel its (see below): and WRIT, a scheme introduced in I ()So tt hereby 1.1- \s had to

devise strategic plans for vocational courses deli creel through further education
olleges, to receive' a specit lc element ot government funding.

\dded to t tic reform ot college got eminent Rye below), the sum ot these changes is
to shit t a large measure of responsibility for the management ot ocatikmal cduiation

and training out ot the hands of got eminent and into those ot business and the

ollt)ges the'mse'lves.
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training hoards, set up by the 1qt13 Act to co-ordinate training arrangements in 23
industrial and commercial sectors, together with their power to impose compulsory
ta \es (levies) in support of training. In their place the government is encouraging
voluntary arrangements which are industry-led

Training credits

Potentially the most radical change is the everiment in creating a market for
training and educational services (such as counselling and guidance) through the
use of credits. These are vouchers showing a money value, typically at least MOO,

which arc issued to 16- and 17-Year-olds entitling them to buy vocational education
and training. Operated within the framework of lout') Training, the scheme re-
routes public funding for initial training away tram training providers, such as
colleges. and through individual young people.

This switch, from a supplv-..ide strategy to one which is demand led, is intended to
increase young people's motivation to train, by making them purchasers of services
which would otherwise be provided free, and to :,timulate market re:1)0fmk eness
among training providers, inclu,..ing colleges. Another aim of the scheme is to
promote company participation and commitment to training; as a result, employers
can also be providers, in that they ma% organise training for employees with credits.

From April 1,491 ten TFC areas (and one local Enterprise Company area in Scotland f
have been piloting training credits, making the vouchers available to about ten per
cent of British lo- and I 7-vear-olds not in full-time further education. Current
proposals are to e.% tend the scheme to provide vouchers to buy skill checks
assessment and guidance on 'how to make the most of working life' during 19(42-

and to make training credits available to all th- and 17-year-olds by 19%.

A-natiomil franrework of vocational qualifications

Since Itttio, the National Council for Vocational Qualifications (N:CVQ) has been
working to establish a coherent and comprehensive for vocational qualifications.
NCVQ does not create qualifications, but determines the criteria and levels of the
framework which awarding bodies can use as a reference point for their
qualifications.

The framework deri\ed by \C\ Q has five levels, a classification similar bui
somewhat more condensed to those adopted by the European Community and other
other countries (see Table p.13; Table S. p3--i1. Awarding bodies submit their

qualific000ns for approval by NCVQ voluntarily. Qualifications which are accepted
into the framework by NCVQ. are 'hallmarked' as National Vocational Qualifications

AVQs).

To be acceptable to NCVQ. qualifications must be competence based, designed in unit

form, tree from requirements about the place or method of learning and appropriate to
all age groups; and to ensure relevance to employment they must he based on national
standards of occupational competence determined by bodies made up of employers and
business interests. To this end, over IOU employer-led industry lead bodies have been set

up to Men-nine the standards of competence required for different occupations.

C;overnment, the I LC ,.1 1.c . rn l-ngland and % 1 ales and I.F.Cs in Scotland have all

lent their support to the training targets set by the CBI, published in IVorifi C la

a r..;,.! targets, fully supported by \C-VQ, include:

7,4 3;
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academic equivalent in their foundation education and training;

by the year 2000 least 7ift, of the age group should attain N \'Q Level III or its

academic equivalent;

by 1'4% at least halt the employed xvorktorce should be aiming for qualifications
or units toward them within the NVQ framework;

by the year 2001, 7,0' of the employed workforce should be qualified to \ VQ

Level Ill or its academic equivalent.

To hasten change further, it intends to use powers granted by the 1.9titi Education
Act to require schools and colleges to offer only NVQs to students pursuing

vocational options.

To supplement occupationally specific \: VQs, new broad-based qualifications, to be
known as General National Vocational Qualifications (GNVQs), will be introduced
by September 1'142. The intention is to recognise the desire of many young people to
keep their career option open: they wish to study for vocational qualifications
which prepare them for a range of related occupation:, but not limit their choices too
early, and to retain the possibility of moving into higher education.

C; \VQs will offer a broad preparation for employment and for progression to higher

educatioa. they recognise a range of skills, knowledge and understanding
relevant to a vocational sector but not necessarily to a ,Iarticular occupation. These
qualifications will he related to both GCSE and A levels and NVQs (Table 5, p.331.

Equality of status

'The Government wants to remove the remaining harriers to equal status between
the so-called academic and vocational routes. We want academic and vocational
qualifications to be held in equal esteem.' (White Paper. and TniiiitiN for the

21-t Ceut lem1

To achieve this a new system of ordinary and Advanced Diplomas has been
proposed. These frameworks will recognise attainment in combinations of e\isting
academic and vocational qualifications. The proposals are currently under

consultation.

Institutional (1111-01101111/

In a development which mirrors that taking place in business, where the 'flat
organisation' is becoming more prevalent, reforms have sought to redefine the roles

of central, local and institutional government. hilt the former assumes greater
powers and responsibility for creating a framework, setting targets and assuring

quality, and institutions gain greater autonomy, the middle layer of administration

local government has seen its role diminish

By school will have schemes of delegated management. Meanwhile,
polytechnics and higher education itillege!, were first brought under a co-ordinating
national funding hod v (now the Polvtet hnics and Colleges Funding Council
PCFC) and then, in ItfiL), removed from local authorit control in favour of self-

go \ eminent. Plans now are to merge the PCFC and the complementary funding,
council for the link ersities (the t. niversities Funding C ouncill, creating a single

over\ ie'w body for all higher education a development which will sec the

pet\ technic., renamed as universities.



Further education is now following suit. Legislation which received Royal Assent in
the spring of l442 removes both further education and sith-form colleges from local
authority control. From I April 1,493, the colleges will be self-governing, and funded
through two Further Education Funding Councils, one for England and one for
Wales.

Continuing education and training

On the supply side, the aim is to make education and training as flexible and
accessible a-. possible. Emphasis is being given to open and distance learning, credit
accumulation and transfer schemes (CATS) and the modularisation of courses, the
accreditation of prior learning and experience, and work-based learning. One
development is that of a National Record of Achievement. Launched in 1491, this
aims to provide 'a simple record, in summary form, of an individual's achievements
in education and training throughout working life'.

On the demand side, a number of initiatives have been taken to promote employee
training. These include the creation of an employer-led National Training Task
Force; the launch of annual National Training Awards to recognise excellence; and
the Investors in People initiative, which sets a national benchmark standard for
training by companies and organisations. Career Development Loans have been
introduced, and subsequently considerably increased, to enable individuals to
finance themselves on vocational courses of up to one Year in length.

The economy
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Working in Britain:

distribution of the work-force (1989. thousands)

Primary sector 771 Construction

Manufacturing 5.233

Services

\T'st.-:.:5 1 e : C.

Re.,1 z.-

1.062

15.679

Self-employed 3.241

Table 4



National vocational qualification levels and national training targets

Table 5



A qualified work-force?

Qualifications by occupational group in England (1990)

Table 6

Participation of 16- to 18-year-olds in education and training

Table 7
3
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TRAINING IN FOUR
EMPLOYMENT SECTORS

CONSTRUC "ON

Reduced growth, increased competition

Annual growth in constru, on output slackened throughout Europe in the late
1980s. European Commission figures for the period 1988-90 report a decrease in the
rate of growth from I l' ; to one per cent in the Netherlands; from 5.8'; to 2.3'1 in
France: and from 3.7'; to 2.7'; in Italy. For th' UK the equivalent figures were seven
per cent and 15';. In the former Federal German Republic (FDR) annual growth
dipped from 4.5'; to 3.3'; . Reunification is expected, however, to create a boom in
the German construction industry, and the housing budget for the former FDR area
is predicted to increase from DM-1.5 billion in 1990 to DM8 billion in 1993. Reduced
growth and sharper competition, spurred in part b .ne Single European Market
reforms, should stimulate innovation as companies seek to become more efficient

and to define their market.

Small firms

The construction industry is characterised by small, sometimes very small, firms,
although this is more marked on the continent than in the UK. In Italy over 90'; of
construction companies employ 50 or tE ,er workers and in France a similar
proportion employs ten or fewer workers. Almost a half of German firms (48'; I
employ between 20 and 99 workers, compared with 28'; in the UK. In all countries,
however, large companies are responsible for the lion's share both of employment
and output. For example, in France six per cent of firms account for two-thirds of
jobs and production. In consequence, developments in training are mainly led by the

needs of these large firms.

Fewer but more skilled jobs

The long-term trend is towards a net loss of jobs, although in the 1980s this was less
evident in the UK than in mainland Europe. On average, between 1982 and 1989 the
number of jobs in the industry fell by 0.0`; a year in the UK compared with 2.8' in

the Community as a whole. Smaller construction work-forces are resulting from
factors such as new construction methods, the increased use of pre-fabricated
components and the application of new materials. On the one hand, there is a
declining demand for unskilled and semi-skilled workers and, on the other, an
increased need for skilled workers able to work beyond the boundaries of a single
trade, and for more technicians and supervisors. In C1ermany, demand for semi-
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the ratio betIVCCI1 skilled and unskilled workers has changed from It):7 to )0:1

Recruitment

Construction remains a major first-time employer for young male school leavers and
the unemployed. In France, it recruits nearly ln'; of all school leavers, as against the
industry's sex en per cent share of the overall jobs market, and school leavers and the
unemployed combined account for three-quarters of construction recruits. In Italy,
where employment training contracts were introduced in the mid- IC)801, to tackle
unemployment, one in five entrants to construction now comes through this route

in part, perhaps, due to the attraction of these contracts to small firms.

Despite the shrinking size of the labour force and the changes in skills needs that it
reflects, employers complain about the poor image of the industry and their inability
to recruit 'high quality' entrants. It is estimated that in Germany ten apprentices are
needed for every 100 skilled workers if equilibrium in skills supply and demand is
to be achieved. Yet this level of training has not been reached since the early Ic)(10s,
when high birth rates last owned sufficient pressure on the labour market. The
number of apprentice bricklayers and carpenters in (Federal) Germany was halved
during the I98(1s, and apprenticeship places in construction trades consistently
remain unfilled. Also, turnover can be high. Forty-four per cent of young French
recruits leave the industry within five years compared with the 25'; who do in
manufacturing.

Skill trends

The strength of small firms in the construction industry is one guarantee of the
continuing emphasis on traditional skills. Moreover, given the steady growth in the
number of small firms and the recent slowing of output, some sn'iall tirMS are having
to increase their market specialisation into areas such as restoration, Ix hich require
these skills at more technically advanced levels. Competition is also causing small
firms to pay greater concern to cost control and customer service, and, as sub-
contractors to larger firms, they are facing pressure to conform to 'quality'
standards.

In larger firms, which have led the way with the use of new technology, new
materials, the industrialised manufacture of components (including prefabrication)
and more sophisticated site management techniques, the rising demand is for
technicians, including building draughtsmen, supervisors (site assistants) and
MUltiskilled craftsmen. For eample, the bricklayer who does nothing but lay bricks,
the rule in former times, is now less common. In addition to laying bricks, he may
now be required to work with concrete, including bending and fi Mg reinforcement
and preparing simple shuttering, to lay tiles, t\ prefabricated units and carry out
rendering and plastering. Traditional training, based on narrow crafts, is no longer

suited to provide knowledge and skills of this score''

Other developments which are affecting the industry and carry implications for
skills include increased mechanisation and the application of information
technologx . The use of hand-held power tools is now commonpl,,ce, while
instrumentation, diagnostic equipment and non-destructive testing are being used
increasingly in engineering construction and building services. i leavier equipment
which was ome restricted to large projects, such as fitting and materials handling
plant, has spread to all parts of the construction .ector. In addition, mechanisation is

. _
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micro-electronic control s stems to plant and equipment. In future, skilled workers
will be expected to operate computerised machines. Another aspect of information
technology is its increasing installation in buildings, and this, in common with other
developments in the industry, has greatly increased the need for health and safety
training.

Co-ordination of training

The organisation and nature of the construction industry pose a challenge of co-
ordination in many countries. The predominance of small firms and the industry's
customary heavy reliance on unskilled and casual labour have, among other things,
hindered the widespread acceptance and use of qualifications. In a 1986 survey of
French firms, the Centre for Study and Research into Qualifications noted, for
example, that site managers generally had no idea what training their workers had
received, or whether they had any qualifications; what mattered was simply 'how
well they did the job'.

Good co-ordination is necessary it education and training arrangements are to meet
the changing needs of the industry..Among other things, there is a need for better
labour market information and for agreement on what qualifications should exist. at
what levels, and what these should say about competence.

Several countries have taken steps to improve co-ordination. In Italy. a joint
employer and labour union body (Forma:ion(' Addesimmen to Profeionalc

FORMEDID was set up in 1 q 80 to promote and co-ordinate
construction training initiatives nationally, working with the over Sit regional
training centres that cater for building trades.

In the Netherlands, a national steering committc...' Reririifsfakacfrii-
Redriitslcr-or I300131 was created by legislation in lqs8 to plan the development of
vocational education and training generally, and to advise goyernmentind one
sectoral consultative committee deals specifically with construction. Composed of
representatives of employers, labour unions and vocational education organisations,
it helps determine occupational skills profiles for the industry, compares existing
curricula with these profiles and identities the changes that are required, and
develops new modularised training schemes.

130013's remit is similar- to that of the ntrude.:iiNtiluf tier RcrutInhInv. For a decade,
this has had a key role in advising the Federal German government on which trades
and professions require specific training arrangements within the Dual.u.ton of
apprenticeship, and oil lrhat regulations should be adopted for these recognised

occupations.

Role of apprenticeship

The last decade has seen a decline in construction apprenticeships in the UK. The
arguments against them are many and include their association with 'time ser% ed.,
the tact that they do not necessarily lead to a qualification and are no guarantee of

qualit% , and their rela tiN ek high cost.

In the countries studied, the extent to which apprenticeship is important to the
construt tion industr vanes: in Germans it remains the uni ersal route to craft
qualifications and a necessar y first step to qualification as a 1losIcr; in Italy, the use
of tale to two-s ear emplo melt training contracts Is increasingly popular, and
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apprentices now account for only two per cent of the industry's overall work-force

and the requirement of a structured programme of on-the-job training and

continuing studies has largely fallen into abeyance.

In France ant the Netherlands there has been a recent general recommitment to the

role of appret:ticeship within vocational education and training. The number of
..Dutch apprenticeships doubled in the second half of the I(480 ant, fo11 ow.ngs,

legislation in 1987 (which recognised contracts for anyone aged between In and 27i)

current French plans are for an annual five per cent increase in apprenticeship

places. In both these countries. importance has been placed on integrating

apprenticeship into the post-school education system so that qualifications gained

allow progression to technician-level and higher education.

Range of crafts

In general, vocational courses in the tour countries studied retain a large element of

traditional skills. There is, however, disagreement over what is seen (and planned

for) as a specifically 'construction' trade. The Germans, for estample, e\clude

stonemasons, whereas the Dutch do not (both countries exclude plumbers and

joiners). Some jobs which in the UK are regarded as unskilled or semi-skilled

notably those relating to concrete work are organised as skilled crafts elsewhere.

Germany recognises 14 construction crafts: bricklayer; concrete and reinforced

concrete worker; fireplace and Chilitney builder; carpenter; plasterer; floor laver; tile.

plate and mosaic setter; skilled worker in road construction; track layer: canal

excavation engineer; well builder; pipe layer; insulation titter; dry wall installer.

The Dutch building sector has nine: bricklayer; carpenter; concrete carpenter
(formwork carpenter); concrete worker; steel fi\er (concrete reinforcement);
plasterer; oven. kiln and furnace mason; floor and wall tile laver; stonemason.

The grouping of occupations enables apprentices in related skill areas to gain an

appreciation of work in a sector before specialising in a particular trade. For

example, there might be a common foundation Year before introducing progressive
specialisation, as in Germany. The aim, however, is to give a wider awareness of

skills within the sector and to lay the basis for fle\ibility, and not to dilute skills. In
relation to multi-skilling, the Germans would argue that trainees must first attain a

high standard in one craft before attempting to master other techniques and forms of

work.

Curriculum concerns

Early specialisation in school is coming under increasing criticism

ocational courses such as those leading to the Lir! ificat a"apt Thule profiminelle are

increasingly felt to offer too many specialised options (overall the CAP provides for

about 300). In France, 1 rear -olds entering their final year of compulsory schooling

and interested in working in construction are required to make an early choice

iactsveen one of eight areas; these are structural building (masonry, carpentry and

joinervJ. plumbing, heating. iron and metal working, electrical installation, joiners'.

painting and decorating, finishing and plastering.

ii'
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Changing work mothoi..15 and practices are placing new emphasis on the need for

trainees to acquire enhanced personal and communication :kills to be able to

work in teams, to work Ile\ iblv, to take responsibility and to document assignments.

They also need improved numeracy and scientific and technologic:al understanding.

in all the countries the currici.lum for construction courses contains a strong core of

mathematics, the national language, and science and technology. In many cases, it

also includes a foreign language.

Training courses are generally longer than in the UK

The duration of construction training programmes on the continent is generally in

excess of that in the LK (also, in many cases, it is decided nationally, wherea: in

Britain only those courses designed by training organisations such as the

(Instruction Industry Training Board and Building Engineering Services Training

n. subject to a national standard in terms of hours).

T picaliv the training time for a craft qualification at NVQ Level Ill is around 3U

'reeks (full-time) although there are no formal time restrictions in NVQs; in some

other Community countries the trend is towards longer courses. Full-time diploma

courses in Italy, now typically involving 32-34 weekly course hours, are being

ircreased for some everimental courses to 3n -3S hours.

Physical resources

Many further education colleges in the LK have set up 'project areas' in response to

the requirements of off-the-job training elements of courses of the Construction

Industry Training Board (CITB), and lately there has been the demand that \ VQs be

assessed under real work conditions. Changes in college funding arrangements,

however, could it..opardise the 166.11-Vol these 'areas'. In *addition, most of the

government skills centres have been closed in recent years and good training

facilities in the private sector are few.

In the countries studied, a greater proportion of vocational education and training

takes places in industry or apprentice training centres. These are generally well

resourced and may include residential accommodation for those living beyond daily

travelling distance. They benefit from compulsory industry-wide training levies

which range from one per cent of payroll in Italy, to between one and a half and two

per cent in Germany, to 3.3', in the \etherlands. In Italy, there are about SO centres

for construction training run jointly by building employer associations and the

industry's labour unions.

4I
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Apprenticeship in France
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Third industrial revolution

The industries that resit: on the skills of workers trained in the various uses and
aspects of electricity have changed drastically in the last two decade!s. The

introduction of electronics and the move away from electromechanical technology

are parts of a process that has been called the 'third industrial revolution'.

The effects of information technology on automation in industrt , new product

development not least in domestic appliances and in transforming the
telecommunications industry are well appreciated. The rate of change is dazzling:
the first regular production of one-chip integrated circuits was as recent as 11)71, and

the first factory to use an electronic robot did so in P-)80. Indeed, it is only 38 years
less than a working lifetime since an electronic computer was first put to
commercial use anywhere, keeping the accounts for J. Lyons & Co., the catering

firm, in London.

Change in other areas is also important, notably the introduction of new and

'advanced' materials, such as fibre-optic cables (first used commercially in 14771, the

adoption of new management methods and forms of work organisation, and

increased competition. The mass production methods ot the 'time and motion'
school are giving way to those based on quality management, while governments
are seeking to stimulate business efficiency through the single European market

reforms and, in Britain, the privatisation of state-run utilities, including
telecommunications and electricity.

IndUStry profile

The core industries with a demand for crattsmen and technicians in electrical

engineering and related disciplines can be divided into five groups:

I. Power generation and distribution. The electricity industry in the UK employs

144,000 people I3 ; of the neatly one million in the European Community. In the
11)80s, UK production grew at a slower rate than on the continent, by an average ot

2.1', annually between P482 and 11)8). This compares with 3.3', for the Community

as a whole, and is reflected in jobs, which declined by an average 1.w; a Year during

the period in the UK whilst increasing by an equivalent (1.6', in the Community.

2. Electrical components

3. Electrical consumer goods

4. Telecommunications. equipment. The UK market for electronic components is

predicted to grow foster than that ot any other Futopean country in the early-1,4,40,.

Sub-contracted assembly for U and Asian companies wanting a toe-hold in the

post -I 902 European market is one area in which UK companies are evected to tind

sigr:ticant opportunities. I n 1000, the UK accounted for nearlt 1 Lr 01 Community

sales (total USS1(l.3 billion). In the smaller electrical consumer goods market, worth

I(1.2 billion (11)88), the L K's share was nearlt 21', .

In both these industries, and in the manufacture of telecommunications equipment,

firms are predommantlt large. In Rah., 40', ot workers are in firms with more than

4:)



1,000 employees and, in the domestic appliance field in France, 20 firms account for
SO'. of jobs, each employing on average nearly 2,0(10 workers.

The trend is towards concentration fewer firms and many fewer jobs. The
French appliance industry, for example, lost 17'; of its jobs in only four years in the
mid-1980s. In electrical components and equipment manufacture in France, in which
firms with more than 500 employees account for fit e in sex en jobs, employment
overall tell by si \ per cent in the late IL)80s.

The European market for telecommunications equipment is not as big as that for
electronic components generally, but it has been growing "faster, both in the UK and
the Community as a whole by about 4.2'; annually on average between Igt.-;2 and
1'4SY. Community sales in P-)90 were worth C.StilL).4 billion, of which the UK's share

was

Overall, 748,000 people were employed in electrical and instrument engineering
manufacture in the UK in 1988.

5. Telecommunications services. A million people in the Community work in this
sector, a quarter of them do so in the UK. By leNO, the value of Community
production had risen to L52.7 bn., of which the UK's share was nearly 22'; . This is
predicted to increase annually by an average seven per cent and by 7.8"; in the UK.

Implications for skills.

Although production is growing, employment is not. Workers will have to become
increasingly more productive if companies are to prosper. In part, this will depend
on the amount of capital investment in new technology. In Italy, for e \ample, where
electronics-led investment in the industry tripled in the first halt of the I'-)80s,
productivity in terms of added value per employee rose five-fold between the mid-
l'-)70s and the mid-1'480s, and turnover per employee rose seven -told.

Increased productivity also hinges on the e \ tent to which there is a sufficient supply
of newly trained skilled staff; much depends on the ability of countries including
France and the UK (but not Germany and the Netherlands) to improve the
recruitment of talented young people of both sews into engineering.

Improving and updating the skills of those already in the industry is also essential.
FAisting qualification levels are often low; in France, for rumple, only 43'; of those
doing skilled jobs in electrical and electronics manufacturing have even the basic
CAI' or BF!' vocational qualifications.

The introduction of electronics and new forms of work organisation are challenging
established occupational classifications and (narrow) skill definitions. Distinctions
between so-called 'traditional' crafts (scarcely older than the century) and the
industrial skills of the mass production era will be increasingly hard to hold, as skill
levels improve and multi-skilling bee omes more common.

Overall, the' industry will see fewer unskilled workers, fewer 'NM' collar' workers
engaged in routine assembly work, more multiskilled teamwork and greater
responsibility on the part of individual workers for quality, and more supervisory,
technical and maintenance staff. Also, more of those with electrical engine/Ting
qualifications will work for companies and organisations in the service's sector.



Implications for education and training

Technology and vocational courses in school

The need to assure a sufficient supply of young people into engineering generally,
and non - civil engineering in particular, requires strengthening the teaching of
technology in schools and in improving the status of technical and vocational studies
in relation to academic courses. Part of the problem is cultural: in France and the UK
there is a long-standing antipathy to commerce and manufacturing versus the
professions, whereas in Germany it is notable that one in six attaining the Abitu,
which is roughly equivalent to the British A level qualification, subsequently enters
an apprenticeship. Parity of esteem between different streams in upper secondary

education is being assisted in a countries like France and Italy by clear progression
routes from vocational courses into higher education.

General education in the vocational curriculum

Raised skill levels and new working methods put a premium on a firm foundation of
general education. Mathematics, science, 'mother tongue' and a foreign language
appear to he given greater prominence in the vocational programmes of continental

countries than in those in the UK. This may be assisted by the fact that subjects, such
as mathematics and science, are taught separately rather than being integrated with

the engineering syllabus and taught by engineering staff. Particularly noticeable is
the extent to which the UK lags behind its continental neighbours in the teaching of
foreign languages. For example, the weekly timetable for studies leading to the

French brevet d'jtuds profession (BFI') in electronics requires that one-third of
class time be devoted to general education, of which four hours are for maths and
physics, three hours for French and two hours for English as a foreign language (the
other two-thirds of the.timetable are equally divided between the study of electrical
and electronic principles and of electronics applications).

Vocational specialisation

The trend towards multi-skilling requires a broader approach to the curriculum in the initial

stage of vocational training. This has been recognised by reforms in upper secondary
technical education in the Netherlands (Table 12, p32) and the introduction, in France, of

multidisciplinary courses which effect links between electrical, electronic, mechanical
and automation aspects of engineering. In Germany there has been a severe reduct on of

the number of industrial (as opposed to craft) engineering qualifications from 42 to six

-- for which there is now a common first year followed by progressive speciaPsation.

Curriath, tr development, design and delivery

The pace of change in applied technology necessitates quick curriculum
development. Key words are flexibility and responsiveness. In this, the LK, with its
closer links between colleges and local industry and its more frequent use of
innovative learning strategies, is gene-ally %Yell ahead of the rest of Europe, where

course structures are more rigid and delivery methods less diverse. This is

particularly true of Germany, which has experienced problems in reforming
arrangements for electrical engineering within the Dual:u4nt. Modularisation has

started in the Netherlands and in France, but not in Germany; also the use of open
and distance learning is generally much more limited than in the UK.

,
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Continuing education and training

The decline in the number of voting people available to enter emplo% meat
nth-let-lines the need for extensive provision for continuing education and training.
This should allow the broadening of expertise as workers require a wider range of
skills, the updating of knowledge and skills in line with changes in technology, and
progression to higher skill levels for example, the attainment of 'skilled' status by

the semi-skilled. In addition, there is a need for alternative routes to vocational
qualifications by adults. Again, practice in the 1. F. is ahead of that in most other
countries except in one respect: the widespread use of tax concessions for continuing

education and training.

Qualifications

In France, Germany and the Netherlands vocational qualifications are not only held
in high esteem, but the% are very widely recognised and understood in much the
same way that employers and parents understand 0-levels 'GCSE and A levels in
the LI:. In part, this reflects the longevity of qualification titles in other countries.
For example, the CAI' in France has been awarded since the Rotas, and it was
notable that when the French chose recently to introduce a new technician-level
vocational qualification in upper secondary education they called if a baccalattrtitt.

It also reflects greater central government direction over the system of qualifications,
as well as standardisation. Training regulations leading to apprenticeship
qualifications in Germany's Pital-q6tein include w hat are, in effect, statutorily

enforced national curricula.

raditional academic qualifications, -however, continue to be the yardstick by which

competence to practise is measured. There is still a widely held view in continental
Europe that a single qualification: usually gained by way of a traditional 'grouped'
course, leads to a particular job or specific vocational area for life. Vocational
certificates and diplomas are primarily seen as entry-level qualifications for young
people. The emphasis is on the process and duration of learning, rather than on
specified outcomes: assessment is largely by examination; and in some countri-s

C;erman% and the Netherlands, for example there are no effective arrangements

for accelerated programmes or transfer with credit.

In Germany, semi-skilled engineering jobs are done by people trained in other trades

-- whose skills are thus 'wasted' or by unskilled immigrants. The car factories

have been said to be the biggest bakeries employers of skilled bakers in

Germany. There are no national qualifications for semi-skilled work and no
progression to skilled status, except by serving time in the Dm/1st/sic/H.

The French and Italian systems are more progressive. Bridging qualification.,
typiiall% requiring an extra year's stud , enable trench students to switch to a

higher channel, while in Italy vocational institutes otter three-year programmes,
leading to regional qualifications, w Inch can be extended by two years to achieve the

same national qualification the /Hoff/fail as that of the technical institutes' five-
year programmes. The iitmiirita and French klicahinrcat both gke automatic entry to

university.

The importance of electrical skills to the economy not only the electricity and

electrical goods and services industries but throughout industry, comment., and the

public sector is reflected in the large numbers pursuing qualifications. In



( .ermany, there are about I 7,1),000 apprentices In eieLtncat trades, while in Fiance

one in five ot all oung people on industrial training courses-are seeking
qualifications in this field, second only to the number on mechanics' course-.

Given these numbers and the significance of the technological changes occurring in

the sector, a lot of attention has been paid during the last two decades to making
sure that curricula and qualifications continue to serge the purpose employers
would expect of them. This, however, has not been easy. As the decade it took to

achieve reform in Germany illustrates, centrally-directed systems move slowly. The

need to achieve consensus in tripartite negotiations can run into some formidable

obstacles the distinction between traditional craft and industrial skills, and
linkage between occupational classifications and collective bargaining on wages and

salaries.

Rationalisation and change: two examples

France

Occupations. Lntil 1975, occupational grading in the electricity and electrical goods
and services industries was the same as that used in the metals industry. This had

become very complex and difficult to manage; as a result, firms had been obliged to
draw up their own in-house classifications. The system needed reform to reflect

growth in the industry, to overcome rigidity and encourage occupational mobility
and progress, and to differentiate between levels ot unskilled and semi-skilled

workers in mass production factories.

li a new agreement, all categories of worker were divided into five levels, defined

according to four criteria: autonomy (the scale and nature of control in the work
hierarchy), responsibility tfor work in hand including that of others), type of activity,
and expertise required. Each level was further divided into five sub-groups,
according to the complexity or difficulty of the work.

Although the unity of the framework is qualified by the tact that a barrier between
executive and non-exeLmive grades remains, the system has proved flexible,
allowing lot 1.5e co-existence in a single occupational and wages classification of

those engaged in craft operations, workers in automated plants and those working
in old-fashioned manufacturing and assembly factories.

Qualifications. The electro-technical cert iticat 'aptil ode profelowielle (CAP) created

in 1'405 provided two main options: electrical titter and equipment electrician, and

three others electrical fitter {motors, generators and transformers), fitter-cable

layer, and low current and telecommunications fitter. In 1983, reflecting the growth

in telecommunications and the need to provide a broader-based basic training, a

separate CAP in low current and telecommunications installation was created and

the other options amalgamated into a new electro-technical At the same time, a

common element in electrical and electronic engineering was intnduced into a

range ot other CAP and 13F1' courses.

I Ih tl etude, prote,,temielle, (131'1') c rooted in lobo has tour options: electrical

titter (which accounts for three in tour students), equipment electrician,
telecommunications and low current electrician, and electrical production and
distribution electrician. The-4, are being reformed along similar lines to the CAP. -I he

t irst two options are being amalgamated and the third separated (the fate ot the

fourth has vet to he decided).



Other changes include the introduction of electronics into the electrical engineering
curriculum of the technical baccalauteat in 1982 and the launch of a vocational
bacciihnincat in electrical equipment and installations, in 1987.

Germany

Training regulations for electrical trades in industry (but not the crafts), enacted in
1972, introduced a two-vear foundation leading to 'skilled worker' qualifications in
five xvcaticnal areas, followed by a one-year advanced stage leading to further
qualifications in seven areas. Employers complained, however, that training for the
initial qualification was insufficient, and curricula did not take enough account of
technology developments.

Trade union and employer associations agreed on a reform, issued as 'Common
Aims', in 1981. Training for the initial (and now single) qualification was extended to
three years, with a one-year foundation followed by progressively more specialised
training lasting at least two years. However, the two sides could not agree on
designations of recognised occupations, the precise length of training or the syllabus.

In 1982, the Bundcsiiistitut tiir Beriffsbihiung, on behalf of the federal government,
began tackling these issues with the help of various expert committees. These
concluded that:

there should be less significance attached to materials handling, connection
techniques or producing windings and forming cables;

increased weight should be given to the use of circuit diagrams, tables and
manuals, the measurement of electric quantities, testing electric functions, assembly
and repair;

vocational colleges (Rau is 5cltleri) should not try to inculcate knowledge that
cannot, or an only rarely, be applied in companies (examples include
electrochemistry, magnetic and electric fields, and semiconductor physics);

syllabuses should take account of new technological developments, and greater
emphasis be given to digital, measuring and control computer technology.

The committees also sought to systematise qualification,: within a new occupational
structure. Existing qualifications were assessed regarding their relevance within
eight areas of technology:

1. electric machines

2. power installations technology

3. energy appliances technology

4. communication equipment technology

5. precision instruments technology

6. information technology

7. radio technology

8. telecommunications

They were also evaluated on their relevance to lour areas of application: production
(manufacturing, quality control and testing); assembly (potting into operation);
service; and operational maintenance.
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They also decided training should extend to three and a half years, of which the first

18 months would feature a common syllabus. The new arrangements stressed the

integration of skills and knowledge, so that the apprentice should be 'prepared for a

qualified occupational activity which particularly includes having to plan, carry out
and test work in an independent manner'. Framework curricula were developed for

the Berufsschu/cii, examinations revised, and the new training regulations were

brought into effect in 1987.

Concurrently, negotiations took place on a reform of training regulations for the
electrical trades. This resulted in a large measure of harmonisation, including the
adoption of a training period of three and a half years, and an 18-month common

foun iation.

The outcome has been a system of basic training covering the entire occupational
field. Although the 'outline learning oblectives' are phrased differently for each
sector, the framework curriculum is the same. This has created a basis for

exemptions in all electrical occupations for a college-based training year.

.
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Motor manufacture

Production of motor vehicles in the European Community rose steadily during the
lo80. by an average of four per cent a year, while job numbers fell by an average of
nearly two per cent a year. In the LK both trends were more marked, the equivalent
figures being 5.3'; rises in production and 4.5'; decreases in jobs. About 1.8 millio
people currently work in the industry in the Community. producing 12.8 million
vehicles a year. In the UK, nearly 1.3 million vehicles are produced annually, in an
industry which now employs 240,0(10 people. A further 150,000 work in the

manufacture of motor parts a sector where job numbers fell somewhat more

steeply in the 1,480s by an annual average of five per cent.

Structure of the sector

Relying on the production of vehicles and their accessories is a large neiwork of
wholesalers, agents, repair firms and retail outlets. In France, for example, the two

national car manufacturing groups Peugeot and Renault include 280 wholesale

branch operations and 4,200 dealers, and about 23,01)0 approved retail and service
agents. There are also 1.3(10 independent wholesalers supplying car accessories, both

to the approved agencies and to other firms. Added to this, there are the retail

chains: the service stations, which often do more than sell petrol; the hypermarkets,
which have branched out into quick service repairs; and the franchised outlets
specialising in a single service, such as tvre changes and wheel-setting, lubrication,

and -Fu emission check'.

Overall, in France, an estimated 330,000 people work in the motor vehicle repairs
sector, in between '30.000 and 60000 firms. of which $10; have fewer than five

workers.

Metal technology

As in the electrical trades, with which they hax e traditionally been closely
associated, trades in the metals industry have been undergoing rapid and profound
changes. If, in the past, skilled work lacked independence and was dominated by
routine, workers today have to cope with comprehensive and comply activities,
making high demands in terms of technical and social skills as well as personal
responsibility. Thus, manual processing based on a division of labour has genet ally
been replaced by machine processing and activities such as the assembly,
installation, operational supervision, inspection and repair of machines, systems and

plants.

In the motor vehicle sector, changes in technology are producing significant
developments in se oral areas.
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Electronic components are increasingly used in car manufacture to monitor and
control operational functions, such as petrol consumption, as \yell as to enhance the
security and comfort of drivers and passengers. In commercial vehicles, pracicallv
all vital components are equipped with electronic regulating systems, relating not
only fuel supply but also to the gear box, air springs and brakes. In addition,
electronic devices are used in testing and fault diagnosis, and works documentation
is accessed and processed by computer.

High quality products

With the growing use of robotics and new materials in production, margins of
tolerance in manufacturing are being reduced. This, allied to improvements in the
quality of lubrication oils, has increased servicing intervals and reduced the need for
repairs. The growing use of compact and separate groups of components means that
these can be replaced in case of damage and are hardly ever repaired.

Wide spectrum of models

The flexibility of new -style production methods makes it possible to produce a wide
range of vehicles and fittings for different markets. This has led to the use of
different component groups and units in manufacture, and to an increase in the
number of spare parts and accessories.

Other forces for change

Competition.

The growth of retail chains offering specialised, often 'while you wait', services kill
put pressure on old-fashioned repair workshops to modernise their operations,
improve the efficiency of the bus:ness, raise customer service standards and to re-
define (and market) their strengths.

Consumer expectations

Motorists now expect greater certainty and sophistication in fault finding, and
speedier and more reliable servicing and repair. They expect to be able to consult
mechanics on safety and environmental aspects, and to deal with firms which have a
clear and readily understood pricing policy (not one based on hours).

Government regulation

New requirements placed on car manufacturers and owners can play a decisive role
in accelerating change, as can the introduction of new standards in Ministry of
Transport vehicle testing and new rules governing the operation of commercial
vehicles. The use of seat belts, air bags, tachometer-, (in long-distance lorries) and

unleaded fuel are examples.



lications for job functions

-de\ eloprnent, kit-scribed t- arc 11,1 ing .i..veral general et tet:t, on w:ork-platv

tunction,., includulg:

disappearance of old-fashioned repair work:

increasing L. pertise In electronic,:

broadeniiig of skill reqfiirements:

increa-Mg use of computers;

more atk noon to tilt' supply logistics ot accessories:

greater emphasis on customer srr\ ice.

These are allet ting jobs at all levels, trom works manager to service receptionist. I tie
e\amplc. in the future, a mechanic will need not only practical skills but also
km nVietigt: ot electronic, and the ability to use equipment to measure and regulate.
The most important task, of a senior mechanic are likely to be those ot tracing and
torrecting failures and of maintaining components equipped with micro-clectronk
,V,I.C111S. I IC or she will be need to be able to understand how such systems work

to comprehend block and wire diagrams and to be able to interpret
data from signal measurements. \ lechanics w ill be required to have a high level of
productivity; to understand the bask principles of conventional car engineering and
motor electric-, so that with minimal supervision they can carry out the necessar%
maintenance and inspections et ticientlY.

Training routes and developments

In (...ierinam and the Netherland,. relations between the motor industr% and
education tend to be longstanding and close. and the path to qualification as a
skilled worker well trodden. In part this reflects the strengths of these countries'
apprenticeship ,vsten, but in the case of the Netherland, it is also aided by the
country's sties for \ample, technician-level courses in motor mechanic, can be
concentrated in a single upper secondary school. An important benefit of these links
and the high profile of apprenticeship is that trainees gain ready at cess to tate.-01-

t he-art equipment.

In Germany. students wanting to qualify tor work as a motor mechank must tirst
seek an apprenticeship. 1-11,:\ then follow a training programme within a framework
laid down for all 17 of the recognised craft occupation-, in metal technolog,\ . This

allows for one basic training ot which 40 weeks are it Hnmon to all crafts. The
remaining 12 provide for initial specialisation in one ot three broad groups
preii,ion work engineering. installation and metal construction and engineering,
and vehicle engineering. During the last two and halt year, of the apprenticeship
there is further specialisation within these groups, enabling those In vehicle
engineering to concentrate on toot k to the arca ot motor tars, i, tmtmt'riial \ or

motor (A de,. After qt ali icatitm as a iourneyman and some ears work e\perience
progression to \ Icisfcr status is possible. Alternalit'd , worker-. can take two -

year its( intl «Hirse, and gain ',senior let hnicion' qualilkotions or enter a
-universit% or pok tet.Imic 0.4 lwln oia_ a degree-level engineering programme._



011% it lus strengths ot these arrangements include their apphi atit In to all trainee
motor mechanics throughout the country and their broad base within metal
technology and vehicle engineering.

In the Netherlands, those wanting to become motor mechanics generally take a
specifically designed four-year course of technical studies in the-tinal years ot
compulsory schooling. Students can then progress to work as an apprentice
m..chanic, take part in short tti\o-Year) technical courses at the upper secondary
I; vet (which alsoso allow movement into apprenticeship), or go on to a tour-year
programme of technician-level studies at the Car Technical School in Apeldoorn.
This four-year programme has a similar structure to that in electrical engineering
(see Table 12, p.7,2 in the previous section). In addition, students qualifying from
tour-xer mechanical engineering courses can take an additional one-year course in
motor vehicle technology and gain a double qualification. In the Dutch
apprenticeship system, a distinction is drawn between training for mechanics and
electricians on the one hand, and body repair personnel on the other. Reforms under
discussion would see the 'opening up' of apprenticeship through the modularisation
of courses. This would improve links with higher education, assist the growth of
continuing education and allow apprentices greater Ile\ ibility in programming their
studies.

The situation in France and Italy is rather different. In the latter, there is almost no
use of apprenticeship in the metals and mechanical engineering industries, although
there is a small amount in related craft occupations. The major development has
been the introduction, in the mid-1'480s, ot employment training contracts. These
otter firms a reduction in social security payments if they employ 14- to 29-year-oid
sc hool-leavers and the unemp;oyed, and provide them with training. nT1. ese contracts

e\ tend for no more than two years, however, and there is no guarantee either of a
job or continued training atterwards. loreover, the contracts, which are
individually-negotiated between the employer and the trainee, do not specify the
amount or content ot training. Nonetheless, by IL)S7, the use of these contracts had
grown so that they accounted for 4(1', of all recruitment to the metals and
mei hank al engineering industries.

In France, only Slit) people a year quality on motor vehicle technology courses
beyond the level of the CAP and the liFP, and there is considerable complaint about
under-qualification in the sector. The view is that, in tuture, motor mechanics must
have training at least to level IV two years in addition to the CAP and the 11F.P.

There are also fears that without e\tensive arrangements for continuing education,
crattsmen working in small, old-fashioned repair garages will soon find their skills
obsolete. Another problem is the narrow skills base ot the es, 'sting vocational
courses. There are, for e \ ample, separate CAP qua litications in bodywork repair,
bodywork construction and bodywork painting.



Apprenticeship at Mercedes-Benz

Mercedes-Benz AG (Berlin) is a large main dealer which operates in-house training programmes which include

basic vocational education.

Apprentice mechanics and body repair personnel work on practical aspects of their training on the workshop floor.
while students training to be office personnel carry out tasks in the general office. the accounts section and

service reception.

Attached to the workshop office complex is an education centre where students spend between one and two days

a week undertaking the academic requirements of their courses.

Apprenticeship lasts three and a half years. and starts when a contract between the company (co-signed by a
Meister) and the trainee is approved by the local chamber of commerce. which ensures it complies with nationally
implemented regulations. The contract is a binding legal document and is registered by the chamber.

In the first year of apprenticeship. mechanics body repair personnel undertake a common programme of

training. which involves the manufacture of set pieces as an indication of competence.

After 18 months the end of the basic period of training trainees sit an intermediate examination which is

used to identify needs for the remainder of the apprenticeship. If a trainee is deemed not up to standard. the

company can insist on increased attendance at the education centre to remedy weaknesses.

In the second two-year period of training. apprentices specialise in their chosen field. At the end of this they sit a

practical examination and a theoretical paper to determine their suitability to be qualified as journeymen. If a

student fails. he or she is allowed two further attempts and the apprenticeship can be extended by six months.

In the practical exam. three hours are allocated to the production of three examination pieces and five hours to the

carrying out of five work samples. For the former. the exam committee takes into account only the finished

product. whereas the latter includes an assessment of the procedure adopted. The written exam includes two two-

hour papers in technology and in work planning arid two one-hour papers. one in technical mathematics. the

other in economic and social studies.

As the company is virtually an extension of the Mercedes-Benz factory, there are clbse training and staff

development links between actual production. the workshop. office training complex and the education centre.
Also. information on new product developments. including those not yet available on the market. can be built into

basic technical training.
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Training profile for motor mechanics in Germany

A raining profile is laid down for each recognised occupation. It lists the areas of content training programmes

have to cover. The framework training plan. which is incorporated in national training regulations. details those

elements within the profile that are to be taught in-company. The plan is *harmonised' in terms of contents and

timings with the appropriate training curricula of the vocational schools.

The profile for '.he training of motor mechanics includes:

General

induction to vocational training

structure and organisation of training firm

labour and bargaining law. employment protection

industrial safety. environmental protection and energy conservation

Common to all metal trades

planning and preparing work: controlling. testing and assessing products

reading. applying and drawing up technical documents

testing and measuring

Joining

manual cutting and forming

machining

maintenance

Common to vehicle engineering

welding and thermal cutting

electrical engineering and electronics

hydraulics and pneumatics

Specific to motor mechanics

dismantling and assembling elements. units and systems in vehicle maintenance

servicing of vehicles

testing. setting and connecting systems and installations mechanical. hydraulic. pneumatic. electrical and

electronic

testing of fumes and devices for the reduction of emissions

localising and identifying faults. defects and their causes

repairing systems and installations

servicing. supporting and enclosing components and units on vehicles

fitting and refitting of accessories and additional devices

assessing damage on vehicles

testing and controlling work done taking into consideration related areas

Table 14
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Training levels in Italy

With the introduction of employment training contracts. a classification of workers was adopted which consists of

seven grades. The third. fourth and fifth grades combined account for 93% of employees. Examples of occupation

(below) are drawn from the metals and mechanical engineering sector.

I Unskilled manual workers and those with no specific technical knowledge for whom a period of on-the-job

training is sufficient.

II Workers who carry out tasks for which an elementary occupational knowledge and a orief period of practical

experience is needed.

Fitter who carries out series of simple operations or works on assembly lines.

Tester who carries out simple tasks with pre-set instruments.

III Skilled worker who carries out tasks requiring a specific occupational skill and work experience.

Fitter who. on the basis of detailed instructions. sets up and supervises the operation of machines in a

computerised system: who checks the quality of the product and controls the parameters of the system.

diagnosing faults and carrying out simple repairs.

Tester who carries out tests on a series of appliances or components. identifying defects and indicating

faults.

IV Skilled workers carrying out tasks requiring technical and practical knowledge acquired by attending vocational

training courses and specific experience. or workers who co-ordinate and test work.

Tester who carries out complex testing of the product and its parts. choosing and preparing the measuring

instruments

Maintenance mecnanic who. on the basis of detailed instructions. identifies breakdowns and carries out

high precision repairs on machines and appliances.

V Workers with the occupational skills indicated in grade IV but capable of using them in a more autonomous

and competent manner in working on complex equipment and appliances. They must have an understanding

of the specific technologies and the functioning of the appliances. An upper secondary school certificate and

specific vocational training are required. An upper division within grade V denotes workers with co-ordination

and management responsibilities within their department.

Tester who decides which complex task, are to be carried out. including the procedures and the choice of

tools. identifying and indicating any faults in the semi-assembled or end product.

Maintenance mechanic with managerial and operative autonomy who diagnoses and evaluates

breakdowns. decides on measures to be taken to resolve intricate problems when carrying out maintenance

and repair work on complex machines and installations.

VI Person with high-level occupational skills and managerial responsibilities. with decision-making autonomy

within general directives from senior management.

Production programmer: installation programming technician.

VII An executive with high-level administrative and organisational capabilities who co-ordinates services essential

to the company. or who carries out highly specialised work.

Design engineer: financial manager.
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Tourism and the economy

Tourism world-wide is booming. The number of trips made abroad rose by an
annual average of 5.7% during 1986-91 and is projected to continue to increase by an
equivalent 4.4% through to 1995. In the period 1980-6, the comparable figure was
two per cent annual growth.. Similarly, spending by tourists, including on fares, rose
by an annual average of three per cent in the period 1980-6, by 4.8% during 1986-91,
and is projected to increase by a further 4.6% a year to 1995.

While not contributing as large a share of gross domestic product as in Spain,
Portugal and Greece, the tourism industry in the three of the four nations studied
nonetheless accounts for between 1.64% (Italy) and 1.28% (the Netherlands) of GDP.
This is comparable to the UK, where the contribution is 1.45%. Only in Germany is
the figure substantially lower 0.88%. Looked at in terms of spending on travel,
however, Germany accounts for a bigger share of global expenditure than any
country except the US (Table 16, p.65).

Calculations as to the number of jobs generated by the industry vary depending on
what is included and how the figures are compiled. In broad terms, the French
estimate that about 1.5 million people are employed in travel and tourism-related
jobs. In Germany, 1.2 million are said to work in the sector, including 150,000
involved in generally large firms which plan and organise travel products, 40,000
who work in travel agencies and tourist information offices, and 110,000 as travel
representatives, and couriers and guides on study and holiday tours.

Defining the sector

There are wide variations when seeking to 'draw a ring around' travel and tourism
as an industry. In the Netherlands, the customary definition has included six
elements, recognised by the existence of different sectoral bodies. The six are:
domestic tourism, outbound tourism, inward tourism, daytime recreation, resident
recreation, and water recreation. Yet in a 1987 study relating to the planning of
vocztionaI education and training, the Dutch found that these distinctions were no
longer relevant.

It is significant that the Dutch do include leisure and recreation. The Germans and
the French do not, and this is reflected in their training arrangements: as a field of
study, leisure and recreation does not exist, and neither country offers qualifications
for occupations in this area. By contrast, in Italy, a law on tourism in 1983 recognised
10 new professions for which training was required, including those of sailing
instructor, skiing instructor, cave guide, mountain guide and (tourist) entertainment
organiser.

In general, travel and tourism could be said to involve three stages of activity:
setting up travel and holiday arrangements; getting people to their destinations; and
helping them to enjoy themselves once they are there. This involves a lot of
occupations which are organised separately for training (and most other) purposes;
for example, the hotel and catering sector. There are many, however, who work in
tourism-related jobs who may not be employed by specifically travel firms, but
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whose training might tall under 'travel and tourism'. Obvious esamples are tour
leaders, resort representatives, couriers and guides.

In addition, there is a wide range of people engaged in journalism. advertising and
promotion, local authority tourism and environment departments and who work for
airlines and shipping companies, for whom training in travel and tourism studies

might be appropriate.

The result of drawing too tight a definition of what is relevant for training in 'travel
and tourism' is seen best in Germans-, where the only qualification is that of

Reisiikaithuarm a skilled worker qualification in the field of commercial and
business studies. This enables about 5,400 students a year to enter the Di/a/sus/cm of
apprenticeship and become trained in a travel firm, travel agency or local tourist
information office. But, beyond that, there are no school-based courses or

qualifications.

The Dutch are currently seeking to develop 'profiles' in the travel and tourism
sector, and an initial study has identified 15 occupations. Six of these were deemed
to require training at a post-secondary level, four at upper secondary level and five
at either or both of these. The occupational profiles are:

Higher level

Tour and recreation management in general

Tour and recreation policy-making management

Tour and recreation supportive management

Education/information/management support

Education /information

Courieriguide/ tour management

Upper secondary level

Recreation administration

Reception /cash desk work

Ira% el advice and assistance

Information supply

Either/both

Administrative management

Recreation management

Management of travel agencies

Administration of travel agencies

Management of information supply
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Industry profile

In all the countries, the travel and tourism industry is, in general, characterised by:

high statt turnover for example, in the Netherlands the average length of
set-% ice is estimated to be no more than three years;

a largely female and predominantly young) work -force reflected in Sh` female

enrolment on courses for the main travel and tourism qualification, the lit:en:1de
sulit'rieur in France;

low ray;

over-supply of qualified tyorkers, especially in France, the Netherlands, Italy and
the LK in the Netherlands (12,000 people are employed in travel and tourism
organisations, vet 10,000 students leave training courses annually;

a need for increased skills and knowledge, particularly in the practical operation
of ofti,-e systems and business skills such as selling, marketing and promotion;

large firms involved in the planning and organisation of travel, but a large number
of small travel agencies (ritl'; of French travel agency firms employ five or fewer
people) and substantial number of self-employed or freelance workers

Forces for change

Consumer demand

The long-term trend is towards people spending more time on leisure and tourism.
There is; hOWever, a nio'e away fnim 'ffiaSs market' holidays (always More poyialar
in the LK than on the continent), and towards greater diversification. People
increasingly want new locations, short-stay breaks, sell-catering holidays and
activity holidays, and an ageing population is putting a new emphasis on holidays
for the retired. Also, customers expect a better and more comprehensive service.

Competition

Several factors are leading to increase,) competition. Perhaps the most obvious is the
large increase in the number of travel agencies in the li-)rills (up by 47'; between I

and l'-)88 in Italy). Another is the entry into the market of businesses primarib.
engaged in other sectors; for example , in the Netherlands many banks and main
post offices now offer travel services. Similarly, some large travel firms are setting
up divisions to pros ide specialist services offered in the past by small firms, so that
these small firms and tour operators art' now having to group together to survive.

There is also the expected effect of the single European market. This w ill open up
competition, leading to greater foreign ownership of domestic travel firms (and the
emergence of large transnational operations), and increased worker mobility. Those
countries with strong training arrangements may find themselves 'exporting'
workers, while poorly qualified or unqualified workers in other countries may lace
competition for lobs I tom abroad.



Information technology

Computerised ticketing and booking systems, \ iewdata intormation sources. high
speed telecommunications, and the 1.1,e of office computer systems for handling
contracts and dealing with accounts have transformed !nit Ullll office practices, but

also the potential of the business.

Regulation

The move is towards greater consumer protection, and in some countries the
licensing of occupations. Since 1'481, in Italy, those seeking to operate or work in a

travel agency, or to work in a local (government) tourist information office, must be
suitably qualified, by having taken the appropriate course at a vocational training
institute, and those wanting to offer tourist accommodation have to pass an
e \amination set by the local chamber of commerce.

Organisation of vocational education and training

In historical terms, vocational education and training for lobs in the tourism industry
is recent. Nowhere does a significant and distinctive provision date much beyond the
early l't7ds. In mans countries it is still poorly organised. narrow in scope and
content, and an uncertain, or more often unnecessary, route to careers in the industry.

In France, training for work in the sector developed out of hotel and catering
courses, ot which they still tend to be regarded as a 'poor relation'. There are two

main courses: a three-year /,:cf:f tfr fcchnicleit course at upper secondary level and a

two-year pest A level equivalent course, the tc,Inucicit -iilit;ricur (there are no

CAPdovl courses); both are eatirely school or college-based. The content of the

l'rczy/ techwcio: course has not changed fundamentally since 1070, and
qualification rates are low: just under a hall of candidates pass the l'ucucf teCiliUt-h';

e\aminations and barely more than a quarter pass those at the higher level. Plans are

to phase out the ffrcz:c! f course in line with the new accent on the

vocational tll!.Iu This would ensure inc lusiun of at least two months of work

experience. The current yiew is that minimum training for the industry should

eventually be pitched at a level which requires studies to be completed to one year

post-hfccalaurcal.

The Italians and the Dutch also have predominantly school or college-based systems,
although work placements ot up to one year are being introduced in some courses in
the Netherlands. These are the early stages of what promise to be continuing and
sweeping changes, which started in 1'487 with the introduction of a pros isional new

travel and tourism curriculum in nine (now ten) upper secondary schools. and the
creation of a national consultati \ e committee to advise the government on education
and training in the sector at the end of 198s.

In Rah , tourism has been made a responsibilit \ of regi(Inal go \ eminent, and it call

be expected that more lower-level of up to two years' length 1 ill be

introduced, as the are alread \ , in line with the mil\ e towards stipulating
qualitication requirements to lk ork in travel agencies and tourist olfiCes and to tiller

turi.t okt ommodation. I Ins is resulting, however. in an in( reasiilg overlap bet \\

Courses in the voLational training institutes (and similar educational establishments)

and those de\ eloped and run p:gionall1/4 . At present, about of enrolments ate in

the former and 20'. 41-the regit
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Germany, in contrast, relies entirely on company-based training through tlie
n1n117:1,,fcm of apprenticeship, with trainees spending three da s a week in their
firms or organisations and two days at a vocational school (ficrutsschule). This means
that travel and tourism training is led by the willingness of certain clearly-defined
types of business travel companies, travel agencies and local tourist informatitm
offices to otter training places, rather than any wider view as to what kinds of
education and training might be needed to improve knowledge and skill levels in
the industry as a whole.

Links with employers

Germany is the obvious place to look for a strong and well-established relationship
between education and the tourism industry. As has been remarked, the target of
this collaboration the training of about 13.000 commercial clerks and tourist

information officers each year is narrow, and with no separate travel and tourism
courses in schools and colleges, the issue of 'industry links' is, in a sense, irrelevant.

The creation of a sector-specific consultative committee under the national steering
committee on vocational education and training in the Netherlands promises a more
comprehensive co-operation, although everywhere there are questions about the
enthusiasm of employers for qualifications in travel and tourism.

When the French decided to remodel the curriculum for the /lien./ (Ic tccimicien
upt'ricur qualification in 11487, the government wrote to 4)) leading firms inviting

them to participate. Only six replied and four eventually took part. 1 his may say
something about the expectations of French employers to influence decision-making
in a system built on central government direction. At the least, it raises a doubt
about the practice of education-industry collaboration as against the official 'theory'
of committee structure and consultative procedures: The issue, perhaps, is the extent .
to which employers can feel genuine 'ownership' of training arrangements.

A couple of factors make collaboration in travel and tourism more difficult than in
other sectors. One is the fairly deep-rooted lack of employer belief in the worth of
existing (or even amyl qualifications in the field. The over-supply of students leaving
travel and tourism courses tends to exacerbate this, but, specifically, employers
complain about students' vague knowledge of computerised office systems and their
lack of business ability or 'enterprise skills'. Faced with the need for people who can
market and sell products and who can promote their town or region abroad
firms and local authorities are inclined to look to higher education to recruit business
graduates and linguists. Conversely, there is a strong element of opinion among
emplmers that all that really is required of recruits is reasonable literacy and
numeracy, a willingness to learn, good work habits, a tidy appearance and a
personable manner; the rest can be dealt with 'in house'. Another aspect of the
problem o' , redibilitv is employers* dismissiveness about ghat they see as the lack
of up-to-date knowledge of practical operations especially ottice systems on

the part of school and college teat hers. This was noted both in France and Germans'.

Another factor is the legacy created by the lack of comprehensive training
arrangements in the past. This has allowed many market niches for private schools
and colleges, some of which have built up their own relationships with emplox ers,
and it has also encouraged larger firms to make tileir own arrangements.

01
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umcuiuri issues

The place of languages

In continental countries, language learning plays a part in vocational curricula but,
in many ways, is seen primarily as an issue for primary and secondary schooling.
This is particularly true of Germany, where the expectation is that trainee
apprentices will have mastered adequate foreign language proficiency at school.
There are almost no foreign language teachers in the Berufsschulen a situation
which is more of a handicap for the training of the Reisekaufmann than it is in that for
the longer-established manufacturing crafts and trades.

Other countries place the further development of foreign language competence as a
key element in upper secondary curricula for travel and tourism courses (see Table
17, p.66). In the Netherlands, students devote about one-third of their class time to
the study of at least two foreign languages. At a leading Dutch private college

Interco liege students study each of four languages (English, French, German and
Spanish) two hours a week and are expected to complete an equivalent amount of
homework. In addition, course content in other subjects is taught through the
medium of a foreign language, an approach which is designed to enable students to
become competent in all four languages in 18 months of class time.

A broader and more integrated curriculum

The trend is towaras vocational programmes which begin with a foundation year
common to a number of related jobs, followed by progressive specialisation. This is

beginning to be seen in the design of travel and tourism courses, most notably in the

Netherlands, where it is recognised that a set of core skills are appropriate to the
'people industries'. The move is away from narrow and fragmented curricula.

Tourism revenue and travel expenditure
Tourism revenue as a percentage of gross domestic

product in 1990

Spending on travel. including fares. as a percentage

of the world total

Portugal 5.54 United States 21.2

Spain 5.23 Germany 14.7

Greece 4.62 Japan 12.8

Ireland 2.61 United Kingdom 9.2

Denmark 2.13 France 6.2

Belgium 2.03 Canada 4.5

Italy 1.64 Netherlands 4.1

United Kingdom 1 45 Others 27.3

France 1 34

Netherlands 1 28

Germany 0.88

Sources The Economist The World in 1991 and the Organisation for Economic Co-uperation and Development.

)

Table. 16
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ravel and tourism courses in Italy

Five examples

Agency worker

Two years on a regionally-organised training course. Qualified to work as a desk or ticket clerk. Subjects are
similar to those for a trainee tourist office worker. although courses vary from region to region. A brief work
experience period in an agency is usually included.

Tourist guide

Three years at vocational training institute specialising in commercial studies (Istituto Professionale per if
Commercio). Qualified to plan and organise travel. to accompany groups. and to give information on the art and

history of places of interest. Normally works as freelance to tourist agencies and offices.

Tourist office worker

Three years at a vocational training institute. Qualified to carry out desk work and organise itineraries in tourist
offices. Main subjects are geography. tourism law. shorthand. typing. tourism agency operational techniques. and

two foreign languages.

Tour open ,tor

Five years at a vocational training institute (istituto professionale). Qualified to carry out promotional and office
work in tourist agencies. In the final two years of the course more emphasis is given to the study of two foreign
languages tourism law. agency operations. geography. and the history of art

Tourism expert

Five years at specialist upper secondary technical school (Istituto Technico per it Turismo). Qualified to manage
travel. tourism and ticket offices. Main areas of study include: geography. economics and tourism. transport.
tourism techniques. accountancy. tourism law. publicity and public relations. history of art. three foreign

languages. and agency operations.

Table 17
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Objectives of training for the Reisekaufmann

Travel organisation

plan. organise. cost. sell and implement package tours

process reservations forwarded by travel agencies and settle accounts with contractual partners

deal with complaints and their causes

Travel information

offer the customer a range of study. conference. sports and other package tours. and to sell and book space on

behalf of tour and holiday organisers

provide business and holiday travel information. carry out travel ticketing and other reservations. including for

accommodation and car hire. sell insurance and conduct currency exchanges

process and keep account of bookings and services sold. and deal documentation contractually required by tour

organisers and others

receive and process complaints

organise sightseeing trips and visits at tourist destinations. and book guides and tickets for events

Spa and local tourism offices

advise customers and make accommodation reservations

plan, organise and carry out events, conferences and conventions at local venues

deal with the administration of regulations regarding visitors' tax and tourist.fees

maintain and analyse statistics on numbers of guests and overnight stays

plan and organise advertising and marketing campaigns

assist in the planning. organisation and running of spa activities and advise visitors on questions relating health

therapy

prepare invoices for therapy treatments and settle accounts with customers and insurance companies

deal with complaints relating to therapy treatments

67
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Travel and tourism syllabuses: three examples

German Berufsschule

Day release outline syllabus for Reisekaufmann training in vocational schools in North Rhine Westphalia. Course

delivery is over 12 hours on two days a week for three years.

Level 1

Two hours of Tourism Studies and one each for the following: Religion. Politics. German. Sport. Economics.
Commerce. Travel Geography. Mathematics. Bookkeeping. and Business Organisation.

Level 2

The same as for Level 1 except for deletion of Business Organisation and allocation of a second hour to
Mathematics.

Level 3

The same as for Level 2 except for reduction of Mathematics to one hour and allocation of a second hour to
Bookkeeping.

Dutch upper secondary school

Outline syllabus at De Factoor College. one of the 10 upper secondary schools offering travel and tourism
training.

First year

Students have a choice between a 'standard' syllabus involving the study of two foreign languages or an
'alternative syllabus including three foreign languages. Three hours' study a week are devoted to each language.

chosen from English. French. German and Spanish.

The 'alternative syllabus also includes two hours each of Business Economics and Administration. and
Advertising and Art History. and one hour each of Computer Science. and Recreation and Hospitality.

Common to both syllabuses are four hours of Dutch: three hours of Tourism and Accounting: two hours of each of
General Economics and Statistics. Civil Law. Social Studies. Typing and Word Processing. and
Animation Physical Education: and one nour each of Commercial Studies. Practical Vocational Studies. Tourist
Geography. and Religion.

Second year

The choice between standard and 'alternative syllabuses continues. with the same arrangements for foreign
languages.

Common elements are (hours in brackets): Dutch 13). Tourism and Accounting (3). Tourist Geography (31.
'Animation PT' (2). Religion (1). General Economics and Statistics (1). Social Studies (1). and Practical Vocational

Studies (1).

The 'standard' syllabus also includes: Business Economics and Administration (2). Advertising and Art History (2).
Computer Science (1). Recreation and Hospitality (1) and Religion (1). In addition. there are these options:
Commercial Studies 3). Management (3) and Typing and Word Processing (2).

In contrast. the alternative syllabus adds to the foreign language requirements and common elements only one
additional hour of study in Commercial Studies. (Thus. the 'alternative syllabus is shorter than the 'standard one

in the second year).
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in this year there is one syllabus. with compulsory and optional subjects.

ompuisory are four hours each on two foreign languages (drawn from the same list), plus Dutch (4), Tourism and

Accounting (4). Tourist Geography (4). 'Outgoing Tourism' (2) and Religion (1).

-7---7,-----Options include: Commercial Studies (4). Typing and Word Processing (4). Management (4). 'Incoming Tourism

{2) and Recreation (2).

Brevet de technicien du tourisme

This qualification follows three years of study at upper secondary level in France. The figures in brackets are for

hours per week.

Year One

Four hours eacn of French and two foreign languages. Two hours each of: Geography. Mathematics and

Statistics. Tourism Economics. Introduction to Management in Organisations. Transport Documentation, Typing.

Shorthand. Office Practice. and Physical Education. One hour each of: History of Civilisations. Introduction to Civil

Law. and Introduction to Commercial Law.

Year Two

Three hours each of French and two foreign languages. and transport documentation. Two hours each of:

Geography. Mathematics and Statistics. Introduction to Management in Organisations. Typing. Shorthand. Office

__Practice. Selling. and Physical Education. One hour each of: History of Civilisations. Tourism Economics. General

Economics. and Transport and Tourism Regulations and Legislation.

Year Three

Compulsory: Three hours each of French and two foreign languages. Two hours each of: Geography. and

Introduction to Management in Organisations. One hour each of: History of Civilisations. Mathematics and
Statistics. General Economics. Employment Law. and Organisation of Tourism. In addition. there are two sets of

options.

Travel and trarispc,i option: Ticketing and Tariffs (5). Freight and Traffic (3). Travel Agency Operations (2). and

one hour each of Business Correspondence. and Typing.

Tourist information option: Documentation (2). Publicity (2) and Organisation of Resorts (1). plus a selection from:

Letter and Report Writing. Typing. and Organising Holiday Stays.

Table 19
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CONCLUSION

This brief conclusion t-Limmari.,es practice across the tour countries and the United
Kingdom in five areas of concern to curriculum planners.

Participation

The presence of vocational education in compulsory schooling tends to be more
marked in systems where the lower secondary stage roughly that covering

students aged 12 to In is divided into different streams and /or schools. In
Germany, for example, nearly 40'; of the age group attend the practically-oriented

laurtschulen.

But as experience shows in the Netherlands, where the vocational stream has
become a 'last resort. choice among parents, the quality of work-related education in
such streams is often open to doubt. This has happened to an extent in France, where
the two-year pre-vocational studies programme has customarily been regarded as
more suitable for the least academically able.

Participation in vocational education and training after conyulsOry schooling is
strongest in those countries notably the Netherlands and Germany where
lower secondary vocational streams exist to link into those at the upper secondary
level. In other countries there is often an awkward transition with routes much less
cl,,ar (although perhaps getting clearer). In some countries France and the UK are

examples there also remain problems of status between academic and vocational

studies.

Apart from Germany, where three-quarters of young people at one time or another
take part in the apprenticeship system, apprentice training is undertaken by between
ten per cent and IV; of school-leavers. This is not greatly larger than the proportion
leaving, usually without any qualifications, and entering jobs without training. The
most common destination is full-time further education, (though both in Italy and
UK this is modified by the existence of 'government schemes' which provide work
experience and some on-the-job training; these, however, frequently leave students
'unqualified'.

Generally, participation is increasing as governments adopt comprehensive
education and /or training options for In- to 1S- year -olds and employers become
reluctant to recruit unskilled school-leayers. National targets are being set whii h
imply both greater participation and increased attainment levels. Reforms, such as
the introduction of the Ilacca laira protessimmelle and the proposed Advanced
Diploma in the' UK, are designed to help meet these goals.
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Early specialisation is tact falling out of favour, even in a country such as the
Netherlands where streaming takes place prior to lower secondary education. The
move is towards a 'broad and balanced' curriculum for all students, which otters a

firm base in the sciences, languages (both domestic and foreign), and maths. Thee
are subjects which provide foundation skills and knowledge for employment as well

as further study.

Part of this foundation, although not always articulated separately in the curriculum,
is activity to promote work-relevant skills and technology, such as in information
technology, an appreciation of the business and employment environment and study
and careers guidance. These trends are as well illustrated in the LK as anywhere,
arguably more so.

At the post-compulsory school level, the same trend is illustrated by the grouping of
occupations into vocational study areas (as in the German apprenticeship system),
with broad initial education and training leading to progressive specialisation. For
e\ample.,, a three -year programme might start with an initial year common to an
industry, a second year devoted to a sector within that industry and a third year
specific to a job. One of the issues is whether to restructure and reform evisting
qualifications in this way or, as in the LK, to opt for the creation of a separate system
of general vocational qualifications as l% ell as more occupationally specific ones.

Associated with broader-based courses and delayed specialisation is the
rationalisation of qualifications a development well underway, although in
different forms, in several countries. In German\ the number of 'recognised
occupations' within the apprenticeship system has been reduced through
amalgamation (and thus common training arrangements); in France the number of
specialisms with the craft-level CAP and BEP qualifications is being reduced; while
in the LK the creation of the \\ Q framework is resulting in the creation of net\ and
revised qualificatfons Within a Coherent national system.

Flexibility

Implicit in the new curricula and qualification arrangements is the need for more

flexibility between career choices, between vocational and academic programmes
to provide a system which caters as well for older students and trainees as it does

for the young.

In most countries efforts are being made to improve and clarify progression routes
into higher education and to integrate industry-based training, such as
apprenticeship, and college-based vocational education. One factor encouraging the

latter is the sophistication of technology: companies fir it easier to provide access to

specialised equipment through group arrangements, whether within the industry or
through the use of local centres, and these are more readily linked to the college

system.

A number of developments arc required to clear the path for those wanting to move
more easily within the vocational education and training system, but as vet only

modest progress has been made. CoMiletellie-hawed curricula and asses,,ment,
modulariation and credit accumulation and transfer schemes, a Ad the accreditation
of prior learning and e\perience and of work-based learning are still relatively rare.

and comparatielv rarer on the continent than in the UK.
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Arrangements are e\ tremely diverse and generally unco-ordinated. Progression to

higher vocational qualifications. Nvhether in university-level institutions or trom

journeyman to meister in the German apprenticeship system, is relatively

straig,htforw,- -d, and all the countries have open university systems which pros hie a

measure of access to higher level studies. Updating and retraining arrangements for

employees, however, have been left to employers, professional bodies and the

individuals themselves. Unlike in the UK, vocational schools (further education

colleges) have not as vet recognised the 'adult market'.
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Further Education Unit
Objectives
The objects for which the Further Education Unit (FEU) is established are to
promote, encourage and develop the efficient provision of further ( ducation
in the United Kingdom and for that purpose:

a) to review and evaluate the range of existing further education curricula
and programmes and to identify overlap, duplication, deficiencies and
inconsistencies therein;

b) to determine priorities for action to improve the provision of further
education and to make recommendations as to how such improvement
can be effected;

c) to carry out studies in further education and to support investigations of
and experimentation in, and the development of, further education
curricula and to contribute to assist in the evaluation of initiatives in
further education;

d) to disseminate and publish information, and to assist in the
dissemination and publication of information about recommendations for
and experiments and developments in further education.

Address
Citadel Place, Tinworth Street, London SEll

Telephone: 071-962 1280

Fax: 071-962 1260
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